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ABSTRACT

Determination of stability characteristics of a power system is considered as a substantial
issue with the increasing complexity of power systems. Power system stability is defined
as the behavior of the electrical power system under sudden or sequence of disturbances
when it is operating in steady state. It could be a problem of voltage stability, frequency
stability or rotor angle stability depending of the type of disturbance. Transient stability
which is a sub section of rotor angle stability, is concerned with the condition in which
the synchronous machines in the system remain in synchronism or ‘in-step’ with each
other when the system is subjected to severe disturbances. In multi-machine power
system, transient stability analysis is an indispensable tool in the areas of planning,
design, operation and research.

The nonlinear nature under disturbance is not linearised for the purpose of analyzing
transient stability. Therefore, the theories and methodologies for transient stability
analysis based on approximations and assumptions. This study is to prepare an
educational software package to understand the transient stability behavior while
understanding the theories and methodologies behind it.

The software package is developed in MATLAB environment using its facility to develop
user friendly graphical user interfaces and programming to handle graphics structure.
Several GUIs are developed for entering and saving system data needed for the analysis
and to execute the pre-transient stability analysis and transient stability analysis. The
software is developed to analyze the steady state behavior of the system using NewtonRaphson

power flow method and transient stability simulation using numerical

integration. Theories used to develop the mathematical model of the system and the
methodologies used for the analysis are included in the package in .pdf format for
reference.

In preparing the package, the classical representation of synchronous machine is used
while keeping the provision to develop the program to use the dynamic representation of

111
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machine with its controls. In power flow analysis, loads are considered as constant power
loads and in transient analysis, they are considered as constant impedances. In the
analysis, three phase symmetrical fault is considered as the type of disturbance.
Provisions are made in the transient stability analysis GUI to change the position of
disturbance, machine damping, machine inertia, fault clearing time to analyze their
effects on transient stability response of the system. The critical clearing time for each
case can be analyzed.

The software developed is used to analyze the transient behavior of the 9-bus system and
15-bus system while analyzing the effects of fault position, machine damping, machine
inertia, clearing time, transient response of the system when complexity of the system
increases.

IV
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Power System Stability

Present day power systems are vast and heavily interconnected with hundreds of
machines that can interact through the medium o f high voltage transmission network [1].
Such large systems are subjected to a wide range of operating conditions depending on
load level and equipment availability and may undergo a limitless variety o f disturbances.
The inherent nonlinear nature of power systems limits the ability to extrapolate from one
situation to another with confidence. Thus, the determination o f stability characteristics
in any large power system is a substantial issue indeed [2].

Power system stability is concerned with the sudden or sequence o f changes in the system
when it is operating in steady state operating condition. The system is in steady state
operating condition if the changes are within narrow bounds and physical quantities
which describe the operating condition can be considered as constants for the purpose of
analysis [1]. The definition o f power system stability according to IEEE task force is

“Power system stability is the ability o f an electric power system, for a given
initial operating condition, to regain a state o f operating equilibrium after being
subjected to a physical disturbance, with system variables bounded so that
practically the entire system remains intact [3] [4].”

To better understand the phenomenon o f power system stability a fiirther classification
[3] [4] is according to the
1. physical nature of the problem, as rotor angle stability, frequency stability and
voltage stability
2. size o f the disturbance, small or large disturbance
3. time span o f the instability, short term, mid term or long term
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The rotor angle stability is eoneerned with eleetromechanieai dynamic behavior of
synchronous machines o f the system [1], It is the ability to maintain equilibrium between
electromagnetic torque and mechanical torque of each machine of the system. For the
purpose o f analysis, angular stability is sub-grouped as steady state stability and transient
stability according to the nature of the disturbance [4],

1.2

Transient Stability

Transient stability is concerned with the ability of maintaining synchronism when the
system is subjected to severe disturbances where the equations that describe the machine
dynamics cannot be linearised for the purpose of analysis. Sudden change o f system
configuration - loss o f generation, loss o f transmission facilities, loss of load, loss of
excitation ete. and system faults are the causes of transient instability [1][4]. In power
system simulation, it is believed that analysis of transient stability is an indispensable tool
in following areas [5].

1. In power system planning - to enable decisions to be made on future
transmission and generation requirements
2.

In power system operation - to determine operating limits o f various system
contingencies

3. In research - to simulate past disturbance that occurred in the system for
prevention

Transient stability analysis is highly nonlinear and several methods are normally used for
the analysis. They can be categorized into three bases [6].

1. Digital simulation (numerical integration method, direct or Lyapunov method,
probabilistic method)
2. Heuristic (expert system; artificial intelligence approach) methods
3. Training (pattern recognition and artificial neural network)

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

Numerical integration method is the traditional method of transient stability simulation
and still it is w idely used.

1.3

Model Study of Transient Stability

In 1998, IEEE Power Engineering Education Committee sponsored panel reviewed
Electric Power Engineering Education Worldwide. According to them, large number of
North American universities eliminated power engineering from their curricula due to
budget restrictions and the reduction of research support and lack of student’s interest.
The panel emphasized the use o f different educational strategy to change the image o f
power engineering studies. It was identified that development of new multi media
supported computer based courses can increase student’s interest and knowledge. This
idea tends to develop software tools for educational purposes [7].

The study here is focused on the preparation of educational simulation package to
analyze the transient stability o f multi machine power system. The theories and
methodologies in transient stability analysis are based on approximations and
assumptions and rather difficult to understand. This study is an effort to prepare a
software tool to understand the transient stability behavior o f power systems while
understanding the theory and analyzing tools behind it. The study is restricted for the
systems with 15 buses or less.

The software tool is solely developed in MATLAB envirormient, MATALB is a selfcontained software environment used for general-purpose numeric computation. Its use in
matrix manipulation is rather easy. Further, its Graphical User Interface construction
tools provide the facility to develop user friendly method of analyzing the subject matter
[8][9].

The presentation o f this thesis is developed according to the flow o f simulation package.
Chapter 2 describes the theories and methodologies which are frequently used in stability
studies. Chapter 3 is for Graphical User Interfaces used to link the text files about
utilizing the program and theory, and other GUI s which are used for entering data
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needed for transient stability analysis and to get the results of the analysis. Program flow
is written in Chapter 4, in pseudo format. The corresponding MATLAB programs are
given in appendix. Chapter 5 gives a simulation demonstration of 9-bus system and 15bus system and conclusions are finally drawn in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER!
THEORIES & METHODOLOGIES

The purpose o f this chapter is to give an overview of the theories and methodologies
required to analyze the transient stability o f multi-machine power systems. Theory
behind representation o f power system modeling, network representation of multi
machine power system, steady state power flow and methodologies for transient stability
evaluation are deseribed.

2.1

Representation of Power System in Common Reference

In power system analysis, the eommon praetiee is to use normalized system variables
represented in eommon frame of referenee. Here, all the variables are represented in per
unit instead o f using them in aetual units and measurements. This offers eomputational
simplicity in power system analysis and facilitate imderstanding o f system characteristics
as the system is in common base. The per unit value of any quantity is defined as [1][10]

[ 11]
Quantity in per unit = Actual quantity/Base value o f quantity
Base (reference) values for 3-phase power system is given by

Apparent Power (3 phase)
Voltage (line to line)
Current (line)

7^,,, =

(2.1)
V3 •

Impedance

Base

ase
^B ase

(2.2)
^B ase

According to above base. Per unit Quantities are defined as
S{p.u)

(2.3)

=

^Base
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V{p.u)

(2.4)

=

Actual

I(p.u)

(2.5)

^B a se

Z(p.u)

_

7

Actual

( 2 .6)

^ Base

If the per unit impedanee of a eomponent of a system is expressed in different base other
than the selected base of the system in which the component is located, the per unit value
according to new base of reference
2

^Ne^iP-U) = Z q,^^„{P.U).

V B a s e iG iv e n )

(2.7)
B a s e iG iv e n ) _
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2.2

Modeling of Power System Components

The first step in power system analysis is to develop an appropriate mathematical model
for the power system network considering the terminal behavior of power system
components[12].

Here, the network representation of different components are

discussed.
2.2.1

Synchronous Generator

The simplest model o f a synchronous generator for the purpose of power system analysis
is represented by constant voltage source with its synchronous reactance without
considering the saliency o f the generator and the changes of flux linkage [1][12].

la

Ra+jX,

v,zo

Figure 2.1 ; The equivalent diagram for the synchronous machine

Generated voltage at the air gap in this case

(2.8)

EZ^=y,+/,Jt,+JI,X,
where
£Z5
Vt/Q
la
Ra
Xs

- Generated voltage
- Terminal voltage of the generator
- Armature current
- Armatme resistance
- Synchronous reactance

and the phasor diagram

reference axis

la
Figure 2.2: Phasor diagram for the simplified model
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When the salieney o f the generator is considered, the air gap voltage is given by
E Z S = F, +

+ j I , X , + jl^ X ^

(2.9)

In the steady state, where the flux linkage is considered constant for the purpose of
analysis, the phasor diagram for the above representation is given by

q-axis„.
d-axis

laR,

reference

Figure 2.3 : Phasor diagram for overexcited generator with lagging current

E

- Internal voltage of the generator

5

- Load angle

Vt

- Terminal voltage of generator

6

- Phase angle o f terminal voltage with reference

la

- Armature current

(p

- Phase o f angle armature crurent with reference

Id

- Direct axis component of armature current

Iq

- Quadrature axis component of armatme current

Xd

- Direct axis component of synchronous reactance

Xq

- Quadrature axis component of synchronous reactance

Although the above representations are adequate for the purpose of power flow analysis,
a detailed analysis o f synchronous generator is needed for the stability studies of
electrical power systems.
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2.2.2

Transformer

The fundamental equivalent diagram o f the transformer is represented by ideal
transformer with primary and secondary winding impedances (Zi and Z2 ) in series with
the windings and shunt resistance (Rm) and magnetizing reactance (Xm) to denote the
eddy current and magnetizing losses of the iron core, n denotes the complex turns ratio
[1][11].
I

1: n

Zi

Z2

-►------

—

Ir
<-

I

t
Vs

Vr

x„

Rn

Figure 2.4 : Equivalent diagram of the transformer

Zi = Ri +jXi

and Z2 = R2 +jX2

where
Ri, R2 - winding resistance o f primary and secondary windings respectively
Xi, X 2 - winding leakage reactance of primary and secondary windings respectively

The standard equivalent diagram is modeled by eliminating magnetizing branch by
considering Rm and Xm are very high and Im«Is, and by representing Zi and Z2 by their
equivalent impedances referred to either primary or secondary side for the purpose of
analysis[l][ll]. The per imit representation o f it is widely used in power flow and
stability analysis.
Is

Z

1: n

Ir

t

t

Vs

Vr

Figure 2.5: Standard equivalent diagram o f the transformer
(impedance referred to primary side)
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if the impedance is referred to primary

Z = Zi+Z2/|np

if the impedance is referred to secondary

Z = Z2+|np.Z

When the equivalent impedance is referred to primary and denoted by its corresponding
admittance,
Y/n

Is

Ir

m-

t

qiB)Y
Inl^

ntn-llY
n

Vs

t
Vr

Figure 2.6 : Equivalent II representation of transformer
(impedance referred to primary side)

the admittance form o f equation is given by
Y
Y
n

*

Y
n
Y
1 |2
n

(2.10)

When the equivalent impedance is referred to secondary and denoted by its
corresponding admittance,
nY

Is

Ir

—4-

t

t
Vs

n(n-l)Y

a-n lY

Vr

Figure 2.7 : Equivalent II representation o f transformer
(impedance referred to secondary side)

10
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the admittance form o f equation is given by

|npT - n Y
-n Y

2.2.3

'Vs'

Y

'I s'

(2.11)

J r.

Transmission Line

In network representation, a transmission line is characterized by four parameters, series
resistance (R) due to the conductor resistivity, series inductance (L) due to magnetic field
surrounding the conductors, shunt conductance (G) due to leakage currents between the
phases and the ground and shunt capacitance (C) due to electric field between conductors
[1][11],
Ir

Is

t

t

Y
2

Y
2

Vs

Vr

Figure 2.8 : Equivalent II circuit of transmission line
Series impedance

Z = R + jcoL

Shunt admittance

Y = G + jcoC

Sending end voltage and current is given by
/

\

1+

ZY

(2 .12)

In modeling, transmission lines are classified considering the length o f line to ease the
evaluation o f parameters.
a.)

short lines : lines shorter than 80 km (50 miles)
The lines are represented by their series impedance (Z)

b.)

Medium-length lines : lines in the range 80 - 240 km (50 - 150 miles)

11
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The lines are represented by nominal II circuit

c.)

Long lines : lines longer than 240 m (150 miles)
The distributed effects of the parameters are significant. If
z = r+j(ol

impedance per unit length

y = g + jcoc

admittance per imit length

Z = ZcSinhj^

(2.14)

and
- = — ta n h ^
2 Zc
2

(2.15)

where
Y=

propagation constant

Zc - ■yj^y

characteristic impedance

In general, series impedance and shunt susceptance per unit length are specified for the
transmission lines.

2.2.4

Load

Load modeling has signifieant effect on system performanee. Basically loads are
represented as constant impedance, constant current, constant power or combination of
all three types. In power flow studies, more basic approach of load modeling is constant
MVA and in transient stability, loads are considered as constant impedance loads
[13][14]. More specifically loads which are usually considered as the loads seen from
bulk supply delivery points represent the aggregation o f load components and power
system components. Therefore, loads need more sophisticated representation in power
flow and dynamic performance analysis o f power systems. More precise load modelings

are deseribed in references [15][16][17]. In this project loads are considered as constant
MVA in power flow study and constant impedance in transient stability analysis.

12
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2.3

Pre-disturbance Analysis

In transient stability analysis, the system conditions prior to the disturbance and network
configuration prior and after its occurrence must be known. The pre-transient operating
configurations are often considered as steady state, i.e., the physical quantities which
describe the operating conditions of the system can be considered constant for the
purpose of analysis [1][18].

Thus, the two preliminary steps to be carried out in multi machine stability studies are
[1][18]:
1. The pre-disturbance representation of the transmission network which is the basis of
the disturbance and post disturbance network representation
2. The power flow analysis to determine the steady state operating conditions o f the
system

2.3.1

Pre-disturbance Network Representation

The matrix form o f network equations formed according to the Kirchchoffs laws
describes the behavior o f power system network. The equations can be formed in bus
fi'ame o f reference and branch fi’ame reference. In power flow and power system stability
studies admittance form o f network representation in bus frame o f reference is widely
used [1]. Admittance form o f network representation is given by

( 2 . 16)

where
Ibus

Vector o f injected bus currents

Vbus

Vector of Bus voltages

Y bus

B us admittance matrix o f power system network

Zbus

B us impedance matrix o f power system network

The nodel admittance matrix [Ybus] in a typical power system is a sparse matrix and
requires less computer storage. To enhance computational efficiency, sparsity techniques
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can be utilized. Therefore, in power system analysis, the bus admittance (Y) matrix is
mostly preferable [1].

General Rules of Formulation of Y matrix
Network representation o f n bus system [1][11]

>

1 ,

,,

.

■

1^ 1,•

^ 2 2

■

•

^2i

y

Yin

(2.17)
L

i^ 2

«xl

a.)

7

«

•

ynn_

i

«xl

Diagonal elements of the Y matrix

Considering

bus
Y..

(2.18)

where (Vj = 0,j = 1 ,2 ,

,n) and (i ^ j)

Yii is the parallel admittance o f all branches directly connected to bus /. Therefore
(2.19)

Y u = j:y ,
7=1

where (i^^:))
yij - primitive admittance o f branch i and j

b.)

Off-diagonal elements of the Y matrix
y..7' = y V. = iY - = -v..
•'<7

(2 .20)

i

where (Vj = 0 j = 1,2,

,n) and (i

j)
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c.)

Addition of Transformer Branch to Y matrix
l:n
Network
1

J

Figiu-e 2.9 : Representation of transformer branch

If the network has n number of buses including / and j , the new bus admittance matrix

>11

0

7„i

d.)

Yn
Y,,

0

Ya

• Y„;

0

Yj 2

■ Y„,

0

\n fY ,

-n X

.

-n Y ,

Y .+ Y ^

• Y„j

0

Yj.

■ Y„„^

Y„,

0

(2 .21)

Modification of Y-matrix

Modification o f Y-m atrk according to the network changes, can be achieved through
building block approach. The addition o f the branch admittance

between buses m and n

of an existing system, can be reflected by adding ya to the elements Ymm and
Ybus and subtracting

of system

from the symmetrical elements Ymn and Ynm- In other words

(2.22)

YBus{New) = Y Bus{old) + \ Y Bus

where

m
^Y bus =

n

’

m

n

y.

-y

(2.23)

ya

Removal o f a branch can be reflected in a similar manner by subtracting the AYbus.
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Node Elimination (Kron Reduction)
In case o f analyzing the operating parameters of some of the specified buses in a large
power system, it is possible to use equivalent reduced order network representation of the
power system. The reduced order representation is the Ybus representation for an
equivalent network containing only the buses to be analyzed. Gaussian elimination is the
method commonly used in network reducing [1].

In case o f net current injection of a bus is zero, the need for calculating operating
parameters o f the particular bus could be eliminated from the Ybus matrix without
harming voltage and current o f the other buses. The process is called Kron elimination
[ 1].

Considering four bus matrix with net current of bus 1 is zero

0

i^ ll

h

Y ,,

Vi
^2

>^21

Yn

Y n

Y ,,

>^31

Y
•'32

Y 33

Y 34

y
■'42

Y ,3

Y m . 4x4 7 4

741

4x1

J^13

(2.24)
4x1

The matrix ean be redueed to

V

h
-

h
h _

3x1

•'22(«ew )

Y23(new)

Y

Y

^ 4 2 (new)

Y43(new)

33(new)

•' 32(new)

y
y
y

24(new)

7/

34(new)

V3

44(new)

3x3

(2.25)

74 . 3x1

where

Y V
Yjk{n ew )

Here

Y j.-

(2.26)
pp

j,k = 2,3,4 andp = I
Ypp is the pivot.
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2.3.2

Power Flow Analysis

The primary objective o f the power flow analysis is to determine the steady state
operating conditions o f the power system network. The solutions o f power flow study are
of great importance in determining best operating conditions o f the existing systems as
well as in planning and designing the future expansion of power systems. The objective
of the power flow analysis in stability studies, is to determine the initial operating
conditions just before the disturbance affects the system. The primary information o f
power flow studies are magnitude and phase o f voltage of each bus and active and
reactive power injected to the system at each bus. The basis o f the analysis are power
flow equations o f the system [ 1].

For «-bus system, active and reactive power entering to the system at
p,

bus [1][11][13]

- 5 , - e ,)

(2.27)

7=1

(2.28)
7=1

For a «-bus system
Number o f equations available

-In

Number o f variables

- An

Therefore, in power flow analysis, two variables have to be specified at each bus. The
type of bus is specified according to the known variables.

Table 2.1 : Load Flow- Bus Types
Bus type

Specified variables

PQ (load)

active and reactive power (P &Q)

PV (voltage controlled)

active power and bus voltage magnitude (P & V)

Swing (reference)

bus voltage magnitude and phase angle o f voltage (V & 5)
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Due to the non linearity o f power flow equations, the calculations usually employ
iterative techniques to determine the best solution depending on the specified tolerances
of the mismatches o f the known parameters of the bus. The two basic iterative techniques
in power flow analysis, are Gauss-Seidel technique and Newton-Raphson technique. The
former uses the mismatches o f bus voltage magnitude and the latter uses the mismatches
o f active and reactive power.

As the number of iterations involve in Gauss-Seidel

method depends on the number of buses in the system, Newton-Raphson method is more
preferable in power flow study. In case of large scale power systems, the improved
versions o f Newton-Raphson method - Decoupled power flow and Fast Decoupled
power flow, are used to improve the computational efficiency and computer storage
requirements. As the number of buses in this study is limited to 15, Newton-Raphson
method is used for the analysis. Power flow analysis is described in most o f the power
system analysis text books including the references [1][12][13][19].

Newton Raphson Power Flow
Newton-Raphson power flow uses the Taylor’s series expansion as the basis for power
flow solution. For a system with m number of PQ buses and n number of PV buses, the
power mismatches are as follows. Here, the bus number 1 is considered as swing bus

dP^
AP, '

8P^

\y 1 ^^2

d5^

^P m ^n

\v 1

Q P m ^n

7M +«

88^
dQ 2

88^

^Q n

. (m + 2n)xl

dQ „

88^

dQ „

If 1

|f 1

If 1

|f 1
(m + 2n)x(m + 2n)

Jacobian matrix
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a.)

Off-diagonal elements of Jacobian matrix
OR

(2.31)

dS.

v,v,r^cos(s,-s,-e,)

dS,
I

I

5 P .

I

(2.32)

do.

I

\ ^ j \ ^ = V
i V j Y , \ c o s {^ d ,' - 5 J, - 0 . V>
.) =
I j\Q \y^
\ ‘ J V\

b.)

dR

dQ, _
5|f ,|

F.J

Qg

(2.33)

(2.34)

3S,

Diagonal elements of Jacobain matrix
dP

^

1

^

1

riP

(2.35)

5^,.

i=i
i*‘

dQ,

J*>
N

^

dQ,

(2.36)

J=l
J*‘

dR

^ I

7..F/
II I cos6„

(2.37)

Y.V.^
II I sin 0,,

(2.38)

J*i

02,
J=l
J*‘
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c.)

Iterative Algorithm of Newton-Raphson Power Flow

Select a common base and
convert all the system data
in p eru n it

I
I

Preparation o f Y Matrix

Assign initial values for
tinknown voltages (V & 8)

Iteration 1, k=0

Calculate bus power P & Q
using power flow equations
(for the buses P&Q known)

Calculate mismatch
Ap* = p
_p
^ Q i ~ Qi(scke) ~~ Qi(calc)

Calculate power flows
and bus voltages

max

k=k+l

Calculate
Jacobian Matrix ‘J ’

/

V

\
Compute AV|'‘ and A5|'‘
It
k
[API
AP
= [/r V
AQ.
AS

I
Calculate new bus voltages
1+
Sf*'= S!‘ +ASl‘
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2.4

Modeling of Synchronous Generator for Stability Studies

In multi-machine power system, the stability is concerned with maintaining synchronism
in between synchronous machine and another[2]. Therefore, accurate modeling o f their
dynamic performance and understanding of their characteristics are of fundamental
importance to the study of power system stability. Here, the detailed modeling of
synchronous machine is presented.

2.4.1

Equation of Motion

Swing equation is the fimdamental equation which governs the rotational motion o f the
synchronous machine and it describes the effects of unbalance between the mechanical
torque and electromagnetic torque of individual machines [1].

Vt
E
m
m

Figure 2.10 : Representation o f machine dynamics

The swing equation [16]
2H dm

(2.39)

co^ dt
where
dt

(2.40)

= 0)

In the above equation, the variation of speed co reference to synchronous speed cos is in
radians per second and <5 the angular position of the rotor is in radians while
electromagnetic torque Tm and Te are in per unit. H is the inertia constant of the machine
in MJ/MVA. Machine damping is denoted by damping constant Kd. In stability analysis,
normalized forms o f swing equation could be used. In normalized form, all parameters
are considered in per imit [18].
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2.4.2

Synchronous Generator Modeling for Dynamic Analysis

The basic approach in modeling of synchronous generator is to consider an arrangement
of three stator windings 120 electrical degrees apart, and a rotating structure with an
excitation or field winding and one or more equivalent rotor body windings.

The

magnetic axis of the field winding is defmed as the direct axis and the axis 90° electrical
degrees away fi'om it is defined as the quadrature axis. The equivalent rotor windings
reflect induced current paths in round rotor body or in damper bars in round-rotor turbo
generators or salient pole hydro generators. One group of equivalent circuits is aligned in
the direct axis and the other group is aligned at quadrature axis[5]. The arrangement is
shown in figure 2.11.

Direction
o f rotation

f

Vf H

c-axis
b-axis

Figure 2.11 : The arrangement of the generator for modeling

In generator modeling, the usual practice is to transform the three phase stator quantities
into corresponding two axis quantities. The effect of these transformations is to move
time varying three phase stator voltage, current and flux linkages into time invariant
direct and quadrature axis quantities under steady state conditions. In modeling, this
transformations are visualized by d-axis and q-axis equivalent circuits of the generator.
Depending on the number o f equivalent circuits, the order of it ranges fi*om first order to
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third order. Here, we consider the standard second order model with one damper circuit
in each axis [5],
COmVq
Mm

rm \

Vfd

Vtd

Figure 2.12 : D-axis equivalent circuit of synchronous machine

COm\j/d

■OOm

Q

AAAWu

Figure 2.13 : Q-axis equivalent circuit of synchronous machine

Complete set o f electrical equations in per imit is given by [16].
Stator voltage equations
Kd = - R J d

(2.41)

-(O m Y c+ P W d

Kg = - R a K + ^ m ¥ d +

(2.42)

P ¥ g

Rotor Voltage Equations
^fd ~ ~ ^ fd K d ^ P ¥ f d

(2.43)

^ = - RJ x d +P ¥ x d

(2.44)

^ = -Rxghg+P¥xg

(2.45)
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Stator flux linkage equations
Wd ~~(^ad

^lYd

¥, =- i K +

^(fdi^M '^hd)

)h +

(2-46)
(2.47)

Rotor flux linkage equations
¥ fd ~i^fd ~^^ad)^fd

^adihd ~ h )

(2.48)

¥ld ~ i^ld

^adi^fd ~^d)

(2.49)

^ad)hd

¥u = i K +

)h, -

(2.50)

Air gap torque
Te=¥di,-¥,id

(2.51)

In addition to above equations, in generator modeling the other equations describing
generator controls must be included in the mathematical model. Thus the complete
mathematical model o f a large power system is exceedingly complex, and simplifications
are often used in modeling the system. The simplifications depend upon the location of
the machine with respect to the disturbance [18]. In this project, the simplified model of
the machine, the classical representation is considered. In classical representation, two
axis model o f the generator is not considered.
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2.5

Transient Stability Analysis

2.5.1

Classical Stability Model

In classical stability model, the classical representation of synchronous machine is used
to study the system dynamics of the power system. It is the simplest model in transient
stability analysis and derived under several simplified assumptions [1][18][20],

1.

Mechanieal power input (Pm) remains constant duringthe period of transient.

2.

Damping is negligible.

3.

The synchronous machine can be represented by a constantvoltage source
behind transient reactance.

4.

The rotor angle of the machine coincides with the phase angle o f the voltage
behind transient reactance.

5.

Loads are represented by passive impedances.

The use o f classical stability model is limited to study the transients for the ‘fnst swing’
or for the periods in the order of one second. In this period dynamic response is largely
dependent on the stored kinetic energy in the rotating masses. This model could be used
as preliminary studies to identify problem areas that require further study with more
detailed modeling.

The two equations which are used in classical stability analysis (for i* machine) are [20]
r
dcOj

(Os

dt

2H ^

dS,

\
(2.52)
;=i

= (Oj - cOg

(2.53)

dt

The first equation can be derived by substituting electrical power generated by the
machine to the swing equation.
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Procedure of transient stability study using classical model [12] [18] [20]

Step 1: Perform load flow analysis (pre-fault analysis) to obtain the values of active
power, reactive power, voltage and its angle at each generator terminal and load
bus.

Step 2: For each generator in the system, calculate the internal voltage (E) and initial
rotor angle (5o)
T* —
g»

~^Qgen)
y

t •

.g

E Z S o = K Z 0 + jX ',r,„

(2.55)

Step 3; Convert each load in the system into a constant shunt admittance to grormd at its
bus

(2.56)
I

I

Step 4: Augment bus admittance matrix (Ybus used for power flow analysis) to include
transient reactance o f each generator and shunt admittance o f each load.
Augmentation method is described in [1].

Step 5: Modify the bus admittance matrix to represent the faulted and post-fault
conditions. To represent the fault, the position of the fault should be short
circuited to the reference. In post-fault, faulty portion should be eliminated from
the network and Ybus should be modified accordingly. The resulting admittance
matrix is further reduced by Kron elimination to represent the admittance matrix
corresponding to number of generators.

Step 6: Analyze the two equations to determine the variation of active power generated,
speed and rotor angle with time by using numerical integration technique (e.g.:
Euler, Runge Kutta, trapezoidal etc.) by specifying suitable sampling period At.
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CHAPTERS
IMPLEMENTATION OF GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE

The graphical user interfaces of this program is developed using GUI tools and handle
structure environment provided in MATLAB version 6.1. The main purpose of GUI
implementation is to provide the facility to enter and store the data required for the pre
transient and transient stability analysis. Apart, some GUI’s are developed to make links
between them [21].

3.1

‘MainGUI’ : GUI for Entering into the System

The purpose of developing ‘MainGUF is to provide the access for entering into the
system. It links the other files required to understand and carry out transient stability
analysis.

TR.AVSIENT STABILITY .ANALYSIS
Main Menu

Theorj'
System Data E ntiy
Steady State Power Flow
Classical Stability .Analysis
Practical Model Stabilirv .Analvsis

Exit

Figure 3.1 - Main GUI

For entering to the ‘MainGUF
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open the MATLAB window and select the current directory in which the
program is installed and give the command ‘maingui’ in command window and
‘Enter’.
e.g.: the directory C:\MATLAB6pl\work\GUI

The commands of GUI provides the following facilities.
Introduction - links the .pdf file which describes the utilization of program
- links the .pdf file which describes the theory needed to

Theory

understand the transient stability analysis.
System Data Entry - links the GUI for system data entry
Steady State Power Flow, Transient Stability Analysis
- links the GUI for transient stability analysis.

3.2

‘SystemData’ : GUI for Entering to the System Data Entry

The GUI ‘SystemData’ links the GUIs which are used for system data entry of individual
components.
_

_

TRAXSIENT STABILITY ANALYSIS
Svstem Data
-

System Data Entty

.Transformer Data
!Transmission Line Data
Load Data

N u m ber o f B uses in the S ystem

Exit

Close

Figure 3.2 - GUI “System Data’'
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The GUI itself provides the facility to enter the number of buses in the system and get it
stored with the ‘Exit’ command. ‘Exit’ links the ‘MainGUI’ back and ‘Close’ will close
the figure.

3.3

GUI’s for Entering System Data

Four separate GUIs are developed for data entering of individual components- generators,
transformers, transmission lines and loads. Here, the loads are considered as constant
impedance loads considering the programming simplicity in reduced Y-bus formation
after the disturbance. The program is developed considering the data is in per unit with
respect to the common reference except the reactance data of transformers. Transformer
reactance data has to be entered in local reference as the global reference is provided in
the formation of Y-matrix. Here, it is considered that the global reference is lOOMVA.

3.3.1

‘System Data_Generator’ - Entering Generator Data

D elete

Help

TRANSIENT STABILIT\' ANALYSIS
Svstem Data
G enerator Data

revioui

G eti«i;rrB us No.

Genefatcr Bus T>'pe |

Bui

\'oUaf e .Angle

Active Foweifp.u)

R.=aciive ?o\ver;p.u', ]

J

ReacUuce Data
D -A sii (atod y state) |
Q-Aiis titeady state'/ j
Leakage Reactance

’

D-.Axii uraniisnt/

j

Q-.Axts itfansient;

j*

[ ......

Generator Inertia constant (H)

Figure 3.3 - GUI for generator data
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The description of the Data Fields:
Generator Bus No.

- user specified bus number

Generator Bus Type - type of bus in numeric

1 - swing bus
2 - PV bus
3 - PQ bus

Bus Voltage (p.u)

- enter if known, else 1 p.u.

Voltage Angle

- in radians if known, else 0

Power in per unit

- active and reactive power separately

Reactance data

- in per unit w.r.t. global reference

Inertia constant

- in MJ/MVA

The description of the Push Buttons:
Previous

- to go to previous set of data

Next

- to go to next set of data if ‘Previous’ button is used

Enter

- to enter the set of data after entering all the data

Exit

- to go back to ‘System Data’ GUI

Close

- to close the figure

The description of the Menu Editor:
File-Save

- to save the entered data in ‘gendata.mat’ file

View-Generator Data - to view the ‘gendata.mat’ file
Delete

- delete set of data
Editing of ‘gendata.mat’ file provides the facility to
replace the specified data. The file has to be saved as a
workspace after changing.

Help

- provides the details of utilization of current GUI

The utilization of ‘menu editor’ and ‘push buttons’ in other GUI used for data entry is
similar to the utilization them in entering generator data.
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3.3.2

‘System Data_Transformer’ - Entering Transformer Data

F is

.■'■f C 'd e te
;

Help

T ransfbrm er D ata

|

TR.\NSIENT ST A B IL in* .\>*.ALYSIS
System Data
Transformer Data ------------------------------------------------Plf-.-.Olii

Next
Er.:er

\Iaximuta

r

LVBiis
LV Vdtage

:-:wci:=gt

Phase

Tap Pcsi^cr.

laipedence

X?>R.a:;c

r
r

Exit

Figure 3.4 - GUI for transformer data

The description of the Data Fields:
Transformer Bus No. - user specified bus number
Rated MVA

- rated apparent power of the transformer

Maximum MVA

- maximum power the transformer could deliever
(not considered in the study)

LVBus

- the bus which transformer LV side connected

LV Voltage

- rated voltage of low voltage side

HVBus

- the bus which transformer HV side connected

HV Voltage

- rated voltage of high voltage side

Phase

- phase difference from primary to secondary

Tap Position

- voltage boost in secondary in per unit (eg: 1.04)

Impedance

- transformer impedance referred to secondary

X/R ratio

- impedance to resistance ratio
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The transformer data is stored in ‘transfdata.mat’ file.

3.3.3

‘System Data Transmission’ - Entering Transmission Line Data
•') SystemData„transmissfon,
Pile

View

D elete

Help

TKLVSUNT ST .A B IL m ’ .\NALYSIS
System Data
Transmission Line

---------------------------------------?l=v;cU5

Lir.e Ler.rth
Next

Enter

Ria:tar.:i '.p.u.'.
Siis«ptia£e(p.u.)

P

Connected bem eeii

Bus No.
Bus No.

Exit
I

C lose

Figure 3.5 - GUI for transmission line data

The description of the Data Fields:
Line length

- length of the line

Resistance

- total series resistance (R) in per imit w.r.t global reference

Reactance

- total series rectance (X) in per unit w.r.t global reference

Susceptance

- shunt susceptance (B/2) in per unit w.r.t global reference

Bus No.

- two buses which the transmission line is connected

The transmission line data is stored in ‘transldata.mat’ file.
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3.3.4

‘System Data_Load’ - Entering Load Data

SystemData_load
File

View

D elete

Help

TR.4NSIENT STABILITY .AN.UYSIS
System Data
Load Data

Figure 3.6 - GUI for System Load data

The description of the Data Fields:
Load Bus No.

- user specified bus number

Bus Type

- Load bus (PQ) ,type 3

Active Load

- active power in per unit w.r.t global reference

Reactive Load

- reactive power in per unit w.r.t global reference

The load data is stored in Toadata.mat’ file.

3.4

‘Transient Analysis’ : GUI for Transient Stability Analysis

The GUI is developed to analyze the power flow and transient stability of the system. The
GUI loads the system data to the program to execute the system Y-matrix, power flow
results and transient stability results in graphical form. GUI provides the facility to store
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the results of Y-matrix formation and power flow in Y-matrix.mat and powerflow.mat for
use in transient stability analysis. The data required to carry out the numerical integration
should be entered before executing the transient stability analysis.

.'‘/■Transient Analysis
Execute

\.e .

a

He'D!

Po'A'er Row
Classical Model
Practical Model

TRAXSIENT ST.\BILITY .ANALYSIS
N unicncal lnt«gratioQ

Ititegtacion Time

M achiae D etails
Damping Constant {D )

Tiitte Step

["

’ 5Inertia

Fault Clsafing Tims

Fault D etails

Time c : Intecraticn

Faulty B us

f*

Faulty End

F

Figure 3.7 - GUI for Transient Stability vAnalysis

The description of the Data Fields:
Damping Constant

- considering that D is same for all machines

% inertia

- to check the effect of machine inertia on stability

Fault Bus

- considering the fault occurs at the end o f transmission line

Fault End

- bus to which the other end of the transmission line is
connected

Time step

- time step of integration in seconds

Fault clearing time

- time at which the fault is cleared (in seconds)

Time of integration

- length of time for which integration is to be performed
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The description of the Menu Editor:
File-Open

- to load system data required for load flow and stability
analysis.
The files to be loaded are ‘gendata.mat’, ’transfdata.mat’,
‘transldata.mat’, ‘loaddata.mat’ and ‘NoofBuses.mat’.
These files give the whole set of data required.

File-Save

- to save Y-matrix and power flow results

File-Open

- to delete the set of data in edit boxes in GUI to access new
set of data

File-Exit

- to exit from GUI

Execute-Power Flow

- to execute the power flow program

Execute-Classical Model

- to execute the stability analysis using classical
representation

Execute-Practical Model

- to execute the stability analysis using two axis
model representation

Using ‘View’ menu gives the facility to view the system data, system admittance
matrix, jaeoban matrix, power flow results and transient stability results. The idea
behind it is to give the facility to check the data if the program runs incorrectly.

‘Help’ provides the links to the details of utilization of current GUI and to theory.

The programs connected with GUI implementation are described in next chapter in
pseudo format. The .m file format of the programs is written in appendix.
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CHAPTER 4
FLOW OF SIMULATION PROGRAM

The simulation program is developed according to the flow of GUI implementation. The
pseudo code of the program involved with each GUI implementation is described here to
understand the program flow.

4.1

Program : ‘mainguLm’

The program cormected with the ‘MainGUF figure
a.)

Function - ‘MainGUI_listbox_CaIlback’
Selects the next step by tallying with the string in the list box.

h.)

Function - ‘Exit_pushbutton_CaIIback’
Close the current figure.

4.2

Program : ‘systemdata.m’

The program connected with the ‘SystemData’ figure
a.)

Function - ‘systemdata_Iistbox_Callback’
Selects the corresponding GUI by tallying with the string in the list box.

b.)

Function - ‘Exit_pushbutton_Callback’
Opens the ‘NoofBuses.mat’ file and stores new data while transferring back to
mainGUI.

c.)

Function - ‘Close_pushbutton_CalIback’
Close the current figure without moving hack to ‘Maingui’.

4.3

Program : ‘generatordata.m’

The program connected with the ‘SystemData-Generator’ figure
a.)

Function - ‘Enter_pushbutton_CaIlback’
1.

Reads the data in the data fields of the GUI.

2.

Starts the indexing of number of data set from I .

3.

If there is field named ‘GeneratorData’ fill the matrix with the data read,
else generate the ‘GeneratorData’ field and fill the matrix.
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b.)

4.

Set the data field in GUI empty.

5.

Store ‘GeneratorData’ and ‘index’ on handle structure for future use.

Function - ‘Previous_pushbutton_Callback’
1.

Read current ‘index’ and ‘GeneratorData’ from handle structure.

2.

Set handles of ‘Enter’ pushbutton ‘o ff and ‘Next’ push button ‘on’.

3.

Set the data field of the GUI with set of GeneratorData corresponding to
current ‘index’.

c.)

4.

If ‘index

I ’, Set ‘index = index-1 ’

5.

Store new ‘index’ in handle structure.

Function - ‘Next_pushbutton_CaIIback’
1.

Read current ‘index’ and ‘GeneratorData’ from handle structure.

2.

Read the size of ‘GeneratorData’ (gives the number of set of data)

3.

If the row size is ‘r’ and ‘index<= r’, set index=index+I.

4.

If ‘index<= r ’, set the data field of the GUI with set of GeneratorData
corresponding to current ‘index’, else set handles of ‘Enter’ push button
‘on’ and ‘Next’ push button ‘o ff while setting the data file of GUI empty.

5.

d.)

e.)

Store new ‘index’ in handle structure.

Function - ‘Save_CaIlback’
1.

Read ‘GeneratorData’ from handle structure.

2.

Open ‘gendata.mat’ file and make it empty.

3.

Load ‘gendata.mat’ file with new ‘GeneratorData’.

4.

Save ‘gendata.mat’ file

Function - ‘ViewGenData_CalIback’
1.

Open the ‘gendata.mat’ file

2.

Load gendata variable field from gendata.mat.

3.

Open gendata. (matrix form)
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f.)

g.)

Function- ‘DeleteSelect_Callback’
1.

Read current ‘index’ and ‘GeneratorData’ from handle structure.

2.

Read the size of ‘GeneratorData’ (r)

2.

Set the set of ‘GeneratorData’ corresponding to the current ‘index’ empty.

3.

If current ‘index’ is ‘i’, then fill GeneratorData(i,:) by Generatordata(i+l,:)

4.

Repeat procedure until i = r-\

5.

Store new ‘index’ in handle structure.

Function - ‘HelpGUI_Callback’
1.

h.)

i.)

Links the file ‘program.pdf which tell about utilization of GUI

Function - ‘Exit_Callback’
1.

Delete current figure

2.

Find object which has the name ‘SystemData’

Function - ‘Close_Callback’
I.

Close current figure

Note: The flow of the programs of ‘transmissiondata.m’, ‘transformerdata.m’ and
‘Ioaddata.m’ is similar to the ‘generatordata.m’ file except the data fields.

4.4

Program : ‘transientm’

The program connected with the ‘Transient Analysis’ figure
a.)

Function - ‘Open_CaIIback’
1.

Opens the data files of generators, transformers, transmission lines, loads
and number of buses and read them

2.

b.)

Store them in handle structure

Function - ‘PowerFIow_Callback’
The program of the function is arranged in the following order.
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Step 1. To prepare system bus admittance matrix using the data o f transformers
and transmission lines
1.

Read data ‘number of buses (N)’ and ‘transformer data’

2.

Calculate ‘complex turns ratio’ of each transformer using the data fields
‘phase’ and ‘tap position’

3.

Prepare transformer bus admittance matrix using fimction ‘YtransP
Function - ‘YtransP
Calculate transformer admittance of each transformer using the data,
transformer impedance and inductance to resistance ratio
Set the matrix to NxN
Calculate the hus admittances of each transformer connected buses
using the equation

r

l-n Y

JK J

L-fJ

where
n

- complex turns ratio

Y

- transformer admittance

4.

Read ‘transmission line data’ and calculate transformer series impedance

5.

Prepare transformer bus admittance matrix using fimction ‘Ytransm’
Function - ‘Ytransm’
Set the matrix to NxN
■ Calculate series admittances of each line and set the admittance matrix
(NxN) off diagonal elements considering series admittances
Add the bus susceptances to their diagonal elements to complete the
admittance matrix

6

.

To get system admittance matrix add two matrices ‘Ytransf and
“Ytransm’

Step 2.

Arranging system data for power flow calculation
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1.

Read generator data and size of the ‘gendata’ file

2.

Read load data and size of the ‘loadata’ file

3.

Prepare the ‘Data’ file considering the bus numbers which the generators
and loads are connected
Data = ['Bus No.' 'Bus type' 'Bus_Voltage' 'V Angle' 'P gen' 'Q gen*
'P Joad' 'QJoad']

4.

Prepare ‘machine data’ file considering generator bus numbers
machine_data = ['Bus No' 'Xd' 'Transient Xd' 'Xq' 'Transient Xq' 'Leakage X'
'Inertia constant'];

5.

Modifying ‘Data’ file for calculation subtracting P load from P gen and
Q load from Q gen (matrix - ‘spec’)

Step 3.

Power flow calculation using Newton Raphson method

The method of power flow calculation is described in Chapter 2.
1.

For the first iteration, the modified data from Step2 is to be used.

2.

Calculate the power P and Q at each bus using power flow equations and
thereby calculate the power mismatches at each bus

3.

Separate the active power mismatches (m) considering the bus type PV
and PQ (2&3) and reactive power mismatches (n) by the bus type PQ (3)

4.

Arrange the mismatches in a matrix form ((m+n)xl)

5.

Calculate Jacobian matrix using the function ‘Jacobian’
Function - ‘Jacobian’
Partial derivatives of P against angle - daba PDelta (mxm)
Partial derivatives of P against voltage - daba PU (mxn)
Partial derivatives of Q against angle - daba QDelta (nxm)
■ Partial derivatives of Q against voltage - daba QU (nxn)
Jacobian = [dabaPDelta Vdaba_PU;daba_QDelta V dabaQ U ]

6

.

Compute difference of voltage and angle using matrix of mismatches and
jacobian matrix and then separate them using the size ‘m ’ and ‘n ’

7.

Calculate the new values of voltage and angle and assign them to the
modified data matrix ‘spec’.
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8

.

Repeat the iterative proeess from 1 until the minimum error of mismatches
is less than some specified value (eg : error<0 .0 0 0 0 0 1 ) and update the
‘spec’ to get the final results of power flow.

Step 4.
1

Calculation of generator internal voltages at steady state
Calculate bus loads using bus voltage and Y matrix and separate out
generator bus voltage and bus loads

2

Compute the steady state internal voltage of each generator by using the
equation
E =K+I,K+JI,X,+jI^X^

(4.2)

Reactance data is in ‘machine data’ file. To compute internal voltage
function ‘em f is used.

c.)

Function- ‘ClassicalModel Callback’
1

Calculate the transient state internal voltage of generators using transient
reactance data. The function ‘e m r will calculate the internal voltage.

2

Represent loads as constant impedance loads connected between relevant
bus and reference point.

3

Prepare new system admittance matrix considering the impedance of the
loads and transient reactance of the generators.

4

Get the data about faulty bus and faulty end from the edit fields of
‘Transient Analysis’ GUI

5

Prepare the Y-matrix for faulty condition by removing the row and
column corresponding to faulty bus

6

Prepare Y-matrix for post fault condition by removing the faulty line from
the Y-matrix

7

Reduce all three matrices by Kron-Elimination method keeping only
generator buses in the Y-matrices.
Function for Kron elimination - ‘kron’.

8

Analyze the transient stability of the system using the function ‘transient’
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The function ‘transient’ analyzes the transient stability of the system by
numerical integration of swing equation. The numerical integration is done
using ‘Euler’ method. The two equations used are
A(Affl) = ^ ( ( P ,- P ,) - Z ) { A ® ) ) A (

(4.3)

Zri

A(A5) = Affl.A! + ^ ( ( F , - F , ) - Z ) ( A ® ) ) . ^
IrL
1

9

Plot the graph of Pe, Aoo and At w.r.t time to analyze the transient stability
of the system.

d.)

Function - ‘Save_Callback’
1.

To save Y-matrix and power flow results in Y matrix.mat and
powerflow.mat files. The algorithm is same as in data files.

e.)

Function - ‘Exit_Callback’
1.

(4.4)

To close the figure and return back to maingui.
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CHAPTER 5
CASE STUDY

This chapter covers the study of transient stability response of a nine bus system and a
fifteen bus system under three phase symmetrical faults. The study was carried out using
the developed software. Software is developed to analyze the three phase symmetrical
faults considering the severity of the fault and its usefulness in elimination of
symmetrical component calculation.

5.1

Nine Bus System

The configuration and the system data of the nine bus system were taken from reference
[18]. Validity of the developed software is checked with some of the results given in the
reference.

18/230kV

bus8

bus?

G2 [ Aj

r-^

TL3

bus2

L3

bus9

< s>

TL4

T3

TL2

TLs

bus5

^ /) G3
bus3

bus6

n
Li

230/13.8kV

n
TLi

TL«

u

230kV
bus4

busl

Gi
Figure 5.1 - Configuration of Nine Bus System

In case of nine bus system, transient stability response for two cases- system fault at bus
7 and system fault at bus 5 in transmission line TL2 is analyzed. The factors which affect
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the transient stability response, machine damping , machine inertia, fault position and
fault clearing time are analyzed in the study. The fault at the middle point of the
transmission line is omitted considering the difficulty of network representation at fault
and post fault conditions.

5.1.1

System Data

a.)

Table 5.1: Generator Data
Generator
Rated MVA
kV
Power factor
Type
Speed (r.p.m)
Xd
X'd
X,
X',
X,
T'do
T'qo
H (MJ/MVA)

b.)

G2
192.0
18.0
0.85
steam
3600
0.8958
0.1198
0.8645
0.1969
0.0521

1 .0

hydro
180
0.1460
0.0608
0.0969
0.0969
0.0336
8.96

G3
128.0
13.8
0.85
steam
3600
1.3125
0.1813
1.2578
0.25
0.0742
5.89
0.600
2.35

6 .0 0

0.535
3.33

0

9.55

Table 5.2 : Known Loading Data reference to base lOOMVA
Bus No.

Bus Type
swing
PV
PV
PQ
PQ
PQ
PQ
PQ
PQ

1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8

9
c.)

Gi
247.5
16.5

Voltage
p.u.
1.04
1.025
1.025

Power(P)
p.u.

Power(Q)
p.u.

1.63
0.85
-1.25
-0.9

-0.5
-0.3

-1 .0

-0.35

Table 5.3 : Impedance Data of Transmission Lines
Transmission Line
TLi
TL2
TL3

Impedance (Z)
p.u.
0.0100+j0.0850
0.0320+j0.1610
0.0085+10.0720

Susceptance (B/2)
p.u.
j0.0880
j0.1530
j0.0745
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Table 5.3 (contd.)
TL4
TL5
TU
d.)

5.1.2

0.0119+jO. 1008
0.0390+J0.1700
0.0170+10.0920

JO. 1045
JO. 1790
j0.0790

Table 5.4 : Impedance Data of Transformers
Transformers

Impedance (Z) p.u.

T,
T2
T3

J0.0576
j0.0625
j0.0586

Simulation Results

5.1.2.1

Steady State Operating Condition of the System

The power flow results gives the initial operating condition of the system just prior to the
transient.
a.)

Table 5.5 : Power flow results
Bus
1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8

9

Terminal
Voltage (p.u.)
1.0400
1.0250
1.0250
1.0258
0.9956
1.0127
1.0258
1.0159
1.0324

Voltage
Angle (deg)
0

9.2800
4.6648
-2.2168
-3.9888
-3.6874
3.7197
0.7275
1.9667

Active Power
P (p.u.)
0.7164
1.6300
0.8500

Reactive
Power Q (p.u.)
0.2705
0.0665
-0.1086

0

0

-1.2500
-0.9000

-0.5000
-0.3000

0

-1 . 0 0 0 0
0

0

-0.3500
0

Note : + sign indicates the power flow towards the bus and - sign indicates the
power flow from the bus.
b.)

Table 5.6 : Initial operating condition of generators

Generator Terminal Voltage Armature Current Power Internal Voltage
Mag./p.u. Ang./deg. Mag./p.u. Ang./deg. factor Mag./p.u. Ang./deg.
1
1.0400
0
0.7363
-20.6825 0.9355 1.0932
4.7849
2
1.0250
9.2800
1.5916
6.9425 0.9992 1.8580 62.6299
3
1.0250
4.6648 0.8360
11.9455 0.9919 1.4465 55.9984
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5.1.2.2 System Network Representation
a.)

O
O
■D
cq'

Table 5.7 : Y-matrix of the 9-bus system (without considering generator synchronous reactance)

Bus

1

2

3

0

4

5

6

7

8

9

0

0

0

1

-17.3611i

0

2

0

-16.0000i

0

+17.361 li

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

+16.00001

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

+17.06481

3.3074
-39.30891
-1.3652
+11.60411
-1.9422
+10.51071

-1.3652
+11.60411
2.5528
-17.33821

-1.9422
+10.51071

0

0

0

0

-1.1876
+ 5.97511

0

0

0

0

-1.2820
+ 5.58821

-1.6171
+13.69801
2.7722
-23.30321
-1.1551
+ 9.78431

-1.1551
+ 9.78431
2.4371
-32.15391

0

0

0

3
■CD
Di
—
O
o.
c
a
o

■—
D
Oi

0

-17.0648i

0

CD

—i

0

4
5
6

+17.3611i
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2.8047
-35.44561
-1.6171
+13.69801

0

0

-1.2820
+ 5.58821

0

0

7

0

+16.0000i

0

0

-1.1876
+ 5.97511

3.2242
-15.84091

0

0

CD

Q.

8

0

0

0

9

0

0

+17.0648i

0

■CDD
(/)
(/)
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5.1.2.3
a.)

Transient Stability Analysis of the System (Fault at bus 7 in TL2)
Reduced Y-matrices
Table 5.8 : Reduced Y-matrix for pre-fault network
(including generator transient reactance)
Bus
1
2

3

1

2

0.8455 - 2.98831
0.2871 + 1.51291
0.2096 + 1.22561

0.2871 + 1.51291
0.4200 - 2.72391
0.2133 + 1.08791

3
0.2096 + 1.22561
0.2133 + 1.08791
0.2770-2.36811

Table 5.9 : Reduced Y-matrix for faulty network
(with fault at bus 7 and section 7-5)
Bus

1

2

3
0.0701 + 0.63061

1

0.6568 - 3.81601

0

2

0

0 - 5.48551

0

3

0.0701 + 0.63061

0

0.1740-2.79591

Table 5.10 : Reduced Y-matrix for post-fault network
Bus
1
2

3

b.)

1

2

1.1386-2.29661
0.1290 + 0.70631
0.1824+ 1.06371

0.1290 + 0.70631
0.3744 - 2.01511
0.1921 + 1.20671

3
0.1824+ 1.06371
0.1921 + 1.20671
0.2691 - 2.35161

Transient response of the Faulty system
The transient response of electrical power generated, speed, load angle of each
generator is analyzed for following cases.
1

.

without considering machine damping

2

.

considering machine damping

3.

by increasing machine inertia
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1.)

Transient Response without considering damping
The Graph of Electrical Pow er Vs. Time at Transient
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Figure 5.2 : Transient response of eiectricai power generated
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Figure 5.3 : Transient response of generator speed (faulty system)
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The Graph of Rotor Angte Vs. Time at Transient
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Figure 5.4 : Transient response of generator load angle (faulty system)
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Figure 5.5 : Transient response of generator load angle difference
(faulty system)
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2.)

Transient Response considering damping (D=2)
The Graph e# Efectrica) Power Vs. Time at T ransiert
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Figure 5.6 : Transient response of eiectricai power generated
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Figure 5.7 : Transient response of generator speed (faulty system)
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The Graph of Rotor Angie Vs. Time at Transient
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Figure 5.8 : Transient response of generator ioad angle (faulty system)
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Figure 5.9 : Transient response of generator load angle difference
(faulty system)
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3.)

Transient Response with increased inertia (by 10%)
The Graph ol Electrical Power Vs. Time at Traisienf
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Figure 5.10 : Transient response of electrical power generated
The Graph of Relative S peed V s, Time at Trarvsient
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Figure 5.11 : Transient response of generator speed (faulty system)
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Graph of Rcrtor Angte Vs. Time at Transient

(seconds)

Figure 5.12 : Transient response of generator load angle
(faulty system)
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Figure 5.13 : Transient response of generator load angle difference
(faulty system)
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c.)

Transient response of the system (Fault Cleared)
The transient response of the system with fault clearing at 3 cycles (0.1s) is
analyzed for all three cases.
1.)

Transient Response without considering damping (D=0)
The Graph of Electrical Power Vs. Time at Transient (Fault cleared M 3 cycles)
2.5

G2

ti.

I

a.
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Figure 5.14 : Transient response of electrical power generated

The Graph of Relative Speed Vs, Time at Transient (Fault cleared at 3 cycles)
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Figure 5.15 : Transient response of generator speed (fault cleared)
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The Graph of Rotor Angte Vs. Time at T tw siert (Fault cleared at 3 cycles)
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Figure 5.16 : Transient response of generator load angle
(fault cleared after 3 cycles)
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Figure 5.17 : Transient response of generator load angle difference
(fault cleared after 3 cycles)
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2.)

Transient Response considering damping (D=2)
The G r « ^ of Electrical Power Vs. Twne s i Transient (FauR cleared at 3 cycles)
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Figure 5.18 : Transient response of electrical power generated
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Figure 5.19 : Transient response of generator speed (fault cleared)
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The Graph of Rotor Ange Vs. Time at Transient (Fat* cfeared at 3 cydes)
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Figure 5.20 : Transient response of generator load angle
(fault cleared after 3 cycles)
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Figure 5.21 : Transient response of generator load angle difference
(fault cleared after 3 cycles)
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5.1.2.4 Transient Stability Analysis of the System (Fault at bus 5 in TL2)
The transient response under the fault at a load bus is analyzed to see the behavior
of the generators when the fault is away from them.
a.)

Reduced Y-matrices
Table 5.11: Reduced Y-matrix for Pre-fault network
(including generator transient reactance)
1
0.8455 - 2.9883i
0.2871 + 1.5129i
0.2096 + 1.2256i

Bus
1
2
3

2
0.2871 + 1.51291
0.4200 - 2.72391
0.2133 + 1.08791

3
0.2096 + 1.22561
0.2133 + 1.08791
0.2770-2.36811

Table 5.12 : Reduced Y-matrix for faulty network
(with fault at bus 5 and section 7-5)
Bus
1
2
3

1
0.3241 - 5.29741
0.0300 + 0.21541
0.0443+0.49711

2
0.0300 + 0.21541
0.2956 - 3.45251
0.1317 + 0.67851

3
0.0443 + 0.49711
0.1317 + 0.67851
0.2246 - 2.59801

Table 5.13 : Reduced Y-matrix for post fault network
(with section 5-7 cleared)
Bus
1
2
3

1
1.1386-2.29661
0.1290 + 0.70631
0.1824+ 1.06371

2
0.1290 + 0.70631
0.3744-2.01511
0.1921 + 1.20671

3
0.1824+ 1.06371
0.1921 + 1.20671
0.2691 -2.35161

The Y-matrix of the post-fault network is similar for both cases which the fault is
at bus 5 and fault is at bus 7. In both cases section 5-7 is dared.

b.)

Transient response of the Faulty system
The transient response of electrical power generated, speed, load angle of each
generator is analyzed for following cases.
1

.

without considering machine damping

2

.

considering machine damping
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1.)

Transient Response without considering damping (D=0)
The Graph of Electrical Pow er Vs. Tirrte a t Transient (Faulty system )
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Figure 5.22 : Transient response of electrical power generated

The G r ^ of Relative S p eed Vs. Time at T ransient (FatJty system )
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Figure 5.23 : Transient response of generator speed
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The Graph
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Figure 5.24 : Transient response of generator load angle

2.)

Transient Response considering damping (D=2)
The Graph of Eiectricai Power Vs, Time at Transient {Faulty system )
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Figure 5.25 : Transient response of electrical power generated
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The Graph of Relative Speed Vs, Time at Transient (Fat% system)
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Figure 5.26 : Transient response of generator speed
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Figure 5.27 : Transient response of generator load angle
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2

c.)

Transient response of the system (Fault Cleared)
The transient response of the system with fault cleziring at 3 cycles (0. Is)
1.)

Transient Response without considering damping (D=0)
H ie Graph of Electrical Power Vs. J m e at Transient

cleared at 3 cycles)
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Figure 5.28 : Transient response of electrical power generated

The Graph of Relative Speed Vs. Time af Transierrt (Fault cleared at 3 cycles)
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Figure 5.29 : Transient response of generator speed
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2

The G r^ h of Rotor Angle Vs. Tn»e at Transient (F a it clearecf at 3 cycfes)
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Figure 5.30 : Transient response of generator load angle

The Graph of Rotor Angle OSference Vs. Time at Transient (FauK cleared at 3 cyctes)
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Figure 5.31: Transient response of generator load angle difference
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2.)

Transient Response considering damping (D=2)
2

The Graph of Electrical Pow er Vs, Time at Transient (Fault cleared at 3 cycles)
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Figure 5.32: Transient response of electrical power generated

The Graph of Relative S p eed Vs. T in e a t Trsmsient (Faillt cleared at 3 cycles)
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Figure 5.33 : Transient response of generator speed
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The Graph of Rotor Angie Vs. Time at Transietrt (F a it cleared at 3 cycles)
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Figure 5.34 : Transient response of generator load angle
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Figure 5.35 : Transient response of generator load angle difference
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5.1.2.5

Critical Clearing Time
If the system fault is cleared beyond the critical clearing time, the system tends to
instability. The critical clearing time for above each case is calculated to compare
their degree of instability.

Table 5.14 : Critical Clearing Time
Position of Fault
Bus 7 in TL2

Bus 5 in TL2

Description
D=0
D=2
D = 2 and with increase of
inertia
D=0
D=2

Critical clearing time (ter)
0.130 seconds
0.1635 seconds
0.1730 seconds
0.3105 seconds
0.4330 seconds
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5.2

15-bus System

The configuration of the 15-bus system were taken from reference [13].

busl
TL,
bus?

TL;
bus8

bus6

<2I>

bus9

XL

XL,

bus3
buslO

busll
_ — I^

0.35p.u

< s>
TL,

XL

0.35p.u

busl2

busl3

buslS

busl4

0.30p.u

Figure 5.36 - Configuration of Fifteen Bus System

5.2.1

System Data

a.)

Table 5.15 : Generator Data
Generator
Rated MVA
kV
Power factor
Type
Speed (r.p.m)
Xd
X'd
Xd

Gi
125
15.5
0.85
steam
3600
1 .2 2 0

0.174
1.160

G2
75
13.8
0.80
steam
3600
1.050
0.185
0.980

Ga
100

13.8
0.80
steam
3600
1.180
0 .2 2 0

1.050

G4
125
15.5
0.85
steam
3600
1 .2 2 0

0.174
1.160
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Gs
75
13.8
0.80
steam
3600
1.050
0.185
0.980

Table 5.15 (contd.)
0.250
0.078
8.97
0.50
4.75

X'q
X,
T'do
T'qo
H (MJ/MVA)

b.)

0.380
0.075
5.90
0.30
4.98

6 .1 0

0.30
6.15

0.250
0.078
8.97
0.50
4.75

0.360
0.070
6 .1 0

0.30
6.15

Table 5.16 : Transform er Data
Transform er
Rated MVA
LY voltage (kV)
HV voltage (kV)
Phase
Z
X/R ratio
Tap position

c.)

0.360
0.070

Ti

l

100

100

138
230

Tfi
40
44
138

Tt
80
13.8
138

0

0

0

0 .1 1

42

0.08
27.3

1 .0 2

1 .0 1

0.09
34.1
1.05

l4

Ts

100

120

13.8
230

13.8
138

0

0

0 .1

0 .1

0 .1

34.1

34.1

1 .0 2

1 .0 2

34.1
1.03

34.1
1.04

138
230

l3
60
13.8
230

0

0

0 .1

2

Table 5.17 : Loading Data
S (reference) = lOOMVA
Bus No.
1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10
11
12

13
14
15

Bus Type
swing
PV
PQ
PQ
PQ
PQ
PV
PQ
PV
PV
PQ
PQ
PQ
PQ
PV

Voltage
p.u.
1.04

1 .0 1

Power(P)
p.u.

Power(Q)
p.u.

-0.32
-0.40
-0.40
-0.60
-0.30

-0.39
-0.30
-0.30
-0.15
-0.25

0 .6

-0.60
1 .0 1

-0.40

0 .8

1.04

1 .0

-0.60
-0.40
-0.40
0.60

1.04

-0.05
-0.30
0 .1 0
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d.)

Table 5.18 : Transmission Line Impedance Data
Transmission Line

Impedance (Z)
p.u.
0.0275+j0.I512
0.0275+j0.1512
0.0413+j0.226S
0.0157+j0.0080
0.0157+j0.0080
0.0224+j0.1I81
0.0224+j0.1181
0.03 73+jO. 1968

TLi
TL2
TL3
TL4
TL5
TU
TL7
TLg

5.2.2

Susceptance (B/2)
p.u.
jO. 13965
j0.13965
j0.2094
j0.0698
j0.0698
j0.01505
j0.01505
j0.02515

Simulation Results

The transient response of the 15-bus system is also analyzed as 9-bus system and most
significant results for the 15-bus system are mentioned in this thesis.

5.2.2.1

Transient Response of the System (Fault at bus 8)

In this case, it is considered that the fault is at bus

8

in transmission line between bus

and bus 3.
The Graph of Etectrical Power Vs, Time at Transient ( F a u b system )
3.S
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Figure 5.37 : Transient response of electrical power generated
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8

The Graph of Relative Speed Vs. Time at Transient (Faulty system)
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Figure 5.38 : Transient response of generator speed
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Figure 5.39 : Transient response of rotor angle
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S.2.2.2

Transient Response of the System (Fault at bus 4)

Considering the fault is at bus 4 in transmission line section 4 and 12.

n t e Graph of Electrical Power Vs, Time at Transient (Faulty system )
2.5
iG4

15
=

B
G3

0.5
GI
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0,2

0..4

0,6
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Figure 5.40 : Transient response of electrical power generated

n » e Graph of ReJatwe Speed Vs, Time at Transient (Faulty system )
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Figure 5.41 : Transient response of relative speed
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The Graph of Rotor Angte Vs, Time at Transierrt (Faulty system)
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Figure 5.42 : Transient response of rotor angle
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2

CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This project mainly focused on implementation of computer simulation package to
analyze the transient stability of multi-machine power system while understanding the
theories and methodologies behind the analysis.

The software package was developed in MATLAB environment using its version 6.1. To
make the software user friendly, several graphical user interfaces were developed. The
GUI “maingui” links two .pdf files which describes how to use the program and theories
and methodologies while link the other GUIs for system data entry and transient stability
analysis. GUI ‘SystemData” links the other GUI which are developed for data entering of
system components - generators, transformers, transmission lines and loads. All four
GUIs were programmed in the similar manner to enter the data, to store the data in .mat
files and view the .mat files if required. The programs were written in the way that once
set of data was saved, it will delete the earlier set of data.

The GUI for transient stability analysis was programmed to retrieve all sets of data stored
in .mat files, to prepare system Y-matrix, execute power flow and transient stability
response of the system. Provisions were made in the GUI to change the machine damping
constant, to change the inertia of the machines, faulty bus and faulty section, time step of
integration, clearing time and total time of integration to see their effects on transient
stability response of the system. Facility of entering fault clearing time provides the
possibility of determining critical clearing time for each case depending on the time step
of integration.

Once the software was developed, it was used to analyze the transient stability response
of a 9-bus system and 15-bus system for their classical representation. The effect of
machine damping, machine inertia, distance to the fault from the machine to the system
transient response were smdied.
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6.1

Transient Response of 9-bus System

In analyzing transient stability response of the 9-bus system, two cases were considered.
In the first case, it is considered that the system was subjected to three phase symmetrical
fault at bus 7 in transmission line between bus 5 and bus 7 such that the fault is near to
the generator 2. In second case, the fault is at bus 5 in the same section.

6.1.1

Fault is near to a Generator Bus

When the fault is near to a generator bus, the electrical power generated by the
corresponding generator beeomes zero or near to zero as the fault is fed by affected
generator. This tends high imbalance between the meehanical power in to the generator
and electrical power out from the generator causing rapid acceleration of the machine and
rapid change of rotor angle making the system become unstable and tending the machine
out of step with the other two. The other two generators of the system have the oscillatory
nature of power exchange between them. Inter-machine oscillations occur in these two
machines while machines are accelerated in mueh lesser speed than maehine near to the
fault.

When the machine damping is considered in the above system, these oscillations will be
damped out after few seconds while they are accelerating at a lesser speed than the case
when the machine damping is not considered. As the relative speed of the machine
increases, the damping has a remarkable effect on the maehine acceleration. Machine
inertia also has a similar effect on machine acceleration. With higher machine inertia, the
machine tends to accelerate slower.

When the fault is cleared within few cycles, the machines try to synchronize together
tending the system to be stable. In the case without damping, the system tries to maintain
its oscillatory nature. In actual situation, machine damping is present and these
oscillations will be damped out and system will become stable in an operating state
different from the pre fault operating state. The effect of machine damping and machine
inertia could be clearly seen from the improved critical clearing time.
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6.1.2

Fault is far from a Generator Bus

When the fault is at a load bus far from the generator bus, inter-machine oscillations
occur in all 3 machines while accelerating speed and change of rotor angle depends on
the machine inertia and distance to the fault. We could clearly see the difference between
accelerating speed of machine 1 which has higher inertia and the other two machines
having lower inertia with respect to the machine 1. With this argument, generator 3 which
has lowest inertia should tend to accelerate rapidly compared to the other two machines.
But, it could be clearly seen from the transient response of the system the machine 2 and
3 try to accelerate at the same speed. Machine 3 is much farthest to the fault than machine
2 and that will increase the impedance between the fault and machine. Further, power
oscillations are much rapid than the case with the fault near to a generator bus as all three
machine try to exchange power between them.

6.2

Transient Response of the 15-bus System

The complexity of the 15-bus system is rather higher than the 9-bus system. The loads are
fed near to the generator buses, hi realistic situation, the transmission system is fed by the
generators in the system and transmission grid feeds the loads cormected to it. In
analyzing the transient response of the 15-bus system, it is considered that shunt reactors
will compensate the Var requirement of loads connected to the same bus. There is not
much difference in the generator inertia constants.

Even in the analysis of 15-bus system, the two cases, fault closer to a generator bus and a
fault far from the generator buses were considered. When the fault is closer to the
generator bus, power oscillations occur in each machine. Though the machine damping is
considered, the oscillations will not be damped out quickly like 9-bus system as the
complexity o f the system is high. From the transient response of the system, it could be
clearly seen that the machines closer to the fault swing together separately from the
machines far from the fault. When the fault is far from the generators, although the
power oscillations occur, they will be damped out within few seconds. Damping effect of
most farthest generator is higher. As in the case of fault closer to the generators,
generators in the different zones swing separately. The transient response of the complex
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system does not totally depend on the characteristics of the machine itself. It depends on
the whole system.

6.3

F uture w ork to be done

This software package is only developed to understand the transient behavior of the
system if the 3-phase symmetrical fault occurs closer to a bus in a power system. In
transient analysis, even if the 3-pahse symmetrical fault is considered it has to analyze the
fault in the middle part of the transmission line. That part was omitted in this software
considering the difficulty of preparing the reduced Y matrix as the admittance to the
fault depends on the distance to the fault. Further, this software should be developed to
analyze the unsymmetrical fault in the system as this is prepared to understand the
transient behavior of the system.

Fault is not the only cause for a transient instability of the system. Loss of generation,
loss of transmission line or loss of considerable load are some examples for the causes of
transient instability. Further, in analyzing transient response it should be considered
practical behavior of the generators and their controls rather than its classical
representation. Transient behavior of loads and reactors should also be considered. In
preparing a software for educational purposes, these should be included step by step as
the students can imderstand the theories and methodologies behind the analysis unlike the
software used for commercial purposes. The inclusion of those areas for the software is
suggested as future work.
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APPENDIX A
LIBRARY FILES USED IN GUI IMPLEMENTATION
Appendix is dedicated for the MATLAB programs written in the implementation o f GUI.
For this purpose, GUI implementation tools and handle structure environment of
MATLAB is utilized.

A.1

Matlab Program : ‘maingui’

The ‘maingui’ is for linking other files and for opening other GUIs.

% This program is to open the files ’Introduction’ and ’Theory’ in .pdf format
% and to open the gui ’system data’ and ’transient analysis’
clear
%

-

....................

function varargout = MainGUI_listbox_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin)
if strcmp(get(handles.fig_maingui,’SelectionType’),’open’)
Val = get(handles.MainGUI_listbox,’Value’);
Str = get(handles.MainGUI_listbox,’String’);
switch Str {Val}
case ’Introduction’
delete (gcf)
uigetfile(’C:\MATLAB6pl\work\GUI\Introduction.pdf)
case ’Thoery’
delete (gcf)
uigetfile (’C:\MATLAB6pl\work\GUI\Theory.pdf)
case ’System Data Entry’
delete(gcf)
findobj (’Name’,SystemData)
case ’Steady State Power Flow’
delete (gcf)
findobj (’Name’,Transient)
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case ’Classical Stability Analysis'

delete (gcf)
findobj (’Name',Transient)
case 'Practical Model Stability Analysis'

delete (gcf)
findobj ('Name',Transient)
end
end

% ......................................................................................
function varargout = Exit_pushbutton_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin)

close(gcf)

A.2

M atlab Program : for GUI ‘System D ata’

The GUI ‘System Data’ is to open the other GUIs which are used for entering data,

clear
%

.....................................................

function varargout = SystemData_listbox_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin)

% to link the other GUIs
if strcmp(get(handles.fig_System,'SelectionType'),'open')

Val = get(handles.SystemData_listbox,'Value');
Str = get(handles.SystemData_listbox,'String');
% to get the next screen

switch Str {Val}
case 'Generator Data'

close (gcf)
guide (generatordata)
case 'Transformer Data'

close (gcf)
guide (transformerdata)
case 'Transmission Line Data'

close (gcf)
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guide (transmissiondata)
case 'Load Data'
close (gcf)
guide (loaddata)
end
end
% -

-....................

function varargout = Exit_pushbutton_CaIlback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin)
% to read number of buses
TotalBuses = str2num(get(handles.NoBus_edit,'strlng'));
% to save data in NoofBuses.mat file
open ('C:\MATLAB6pl\work\GUI\NoofBuses.mat');
load NoofBuses.mat NoofBuses;
NoofBuses;
[r,c] = size(NoofBuses);
ifisequal ([r,c],[0,0])
NoofBuses = TotalBuses;
else
NoofBuses =[ ];
NoofBuses = TotalBuses;
end
save NoofBuses;
% to close the figure
delete(gcf)
% back to Main GUI
findobj('Name',MainGUI)
%

...............................................................................

function varargout = Close_pushbutton_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin)
% to close the figure
close(gcf)
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A.3

Matlab Program : GUIs for Entering Data

Four different GUIs and MATLAB programs were written for entering system data of
generators, transformers, transmission lines and loads. The coding o f all four programs
are similar except the data fields. Therefore, the program for generator data is written in
this report while mentioning the data field of the other three programs.

A.3.1 Program for entering Generator Data (generatordata.m)

% This program is prepared for entering generator data needed for system calculation
”/o

The data will be stored in ‘gendata.mat’ file

% data will be stored in the same order as in the .m file
% Once the data is stored and next time you enter new set of data and save i t , the earlier
% -set of data will be replaced by new set of data
clear

% to clear data in the memory

GeneratorData = [ ];

% to develop gendata matrix

handles.GeneratorData = GeneratorData;

% the program is written in handle structure

% ......................................................................................
% function for taking the data into memory when the ‘Enter’ push button is pressed
function varargout = Enter_pushbutton_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin)
% to get the generator data into numeric format
GenBusNo = str2num(get(handles.GenBusNo_edit,'string'));

% bus number

GenBus_Type = s1r2num(get(handles.GenBusType_edit,'string'));

®/o

Bus_Voltage = str2double(get(handles.BusVolt_edit,'string'));

% bus voltage

Voltage_Angle = str2double(get(handles.AngleVolt_edit,'string’));

% voltage angle

bus type

P Ge n = str2double(get(handles.PGen_edit,’string’));

% active power generated

QGen = str2double(get(handles.QGen_edit,’string’));

% reactive power generated

X d= str2double(get(handles.Xd_edit,’string’));

% direct-axis reactance

Xq = str2double(get(handles.Xq_edit,’string’));

% quadrature-axis reactance

XdT = str2double(g6t(handles.XdT_edit,’string’));

% D-axis transient reactance

XqT = str2double(get(handles.XqT_edit,’string’));

% Q-axis transient reactance

XI = str2double(get(handles.Xl_edit,’string’));

% leakage reactance
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% to retrive generator data structure
if isfield(handles,'GeueratorData')&~isempty(handles.GeneratorData)
GeneratorData = handles.GeneratorData;
% to determine number of generator data exist
[r,c] = size(GeneratorData);
Index = r;
i = Index+1;
else
GeneratorData = [ ];
i=l;
end
% to assign generator data
GeneratorData(i,l) = GenBusNo;
GeneratorData(i,2) = GenBus_Type;
GeneratorOata(i,3) = Bus_Voltage;
GeneratorData(i,4) = VoltageAngle;
GeneratorData(i,5) = P_Gen;
GeneratorData(i,6) = Q_Gen;
GeneratorData(i,7) = Xd;
GeneratorData(i,8) = Xq;
GeneratorData(i,9) = XdT;
GeneratorData(i,10) = XqT;
GeneratorData(i, 11) = XI;
% remove data from GUI for next entry
set(handles.GenBusNo_edit, ’string’,[ ])
set(handles.GenBusType_edit,’string’,[ ])
set(handles.BusVolt_edit, ’string’, [ ])
set(handles.AngleVolt_edit,’string’,[ ])
set(handles.PGen_edit, ’string’, [ ])
set(handles.QGen edit,’string’, [ ])
set(handles.Xd_edit,’string’,[ ])
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set(handles.Xq_edit,'string',[ ])
set(handles.XdT edit,'string', [ ])
set(handles.XqT_edit,'string',[ ])
set(handles.Xl_edit,'string',[ ])
% to store new generator data in handle structure
handles.GeneratorData = GeneratorData;
handles.lndex = i;
guidata(h,handles)
%-

-..................

% function to check previously entered data using ‘Previous’ push button
function varargout = Previous_pushbutton_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin)
% to retrive index and the generator data
Index = handles.lndex;
GeneratorData = handles.GeneratorData;
% to disable 'Enter' pushbutton & enable 'Next' pushbutton while paging back and forth
set(handles.Enter_pushbutton,'Enable','off)
set(handles.Next_pushbutton,'Enable','on')
% to set the required position
i = Index;
% to set the data corresponding to the previous case
set(handles.GenBusNo_edit, 'string',num2str(GeneratorData(i, I)))
set(handIes.GenBusType_edit,'string',nuin2str(GeneratorData(i,2)))
set(handIes.BusVoIt_edit,'string',num2str(GeneratorData(i,3)))
set(handIes.AngIeVoIt_edit,'string',num2str(GeneratorData(i,4)))
set(handles.PGen_edit,'string',num2str(GeneratorData(i,5)))
set(handIes.QGen_edit,'string',num2str(GeneratorData(i,6)))
set(handIes.Xd_edit,'string',num2str(GeneratorData(i,7)))
set(handIes.Xq_edit,'string',num2str(GeneratorData(i,8)))
set(handIes.XdT_edit,'string',num2str(GeneratorData(i,9)))
set(handIes.XqT_edit,'string',num2str(G6neratorData(i,I0)))
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set(handles.Xl_edit,'string',num2str(GeneratorData(i, 11)))
% to end it up at first set of data
if i>l
i=i-l;
end
% to store data in handle structure
handles.lndex = i;
guidata(h,handles)
% ......................................................................................
% when the ‘previous’ push button is used, to go back to data entering position
% using ‘Next’ push button
function varargout = Next_pushbutton_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin)
% to retrive index and the generator data
Index = handles.lndex;
GeneratorData = handles.GeneratorData;
[r,c] = size(GeneratorData);
% to set the required position
if Index<=r
i = lndex+1;
else
i = Index;
end
if i<=r
% to set the data corresponding to next case
set(handles.GenBusNo_edit,'string',nuni2str(GeneratorData(i,l)))
set(handles.GenBusType_edit,'string',num2str(GeneratorOata(i,2)))
set(handles.BusVolt_edit,'string',num2str(G6neratorData(i,3)))

set(handles.AngleVolt_edit,'string',num2str(GeneratorData(i,4)))
set(handles.PGen_edit,'string',num2str(GeneratorData(i,5)))
set(handles.QGenedit, 'string',num2str(GeneratorData(i, 6)))
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set(handles.Xd_edit,'string',num2str(GeneratorData(i,7)))
set(handles.Xq_edit,'string',num2str(GeneratorData(i,8)))
set(handles.XdT_edit,'string',num2str(GeneratorData(i,9)))
set(handles.XqT_edit,'string',num2str(GeneratorData(i, 10)))
set(handles.Xl_edit,'string',num2str(GeneratorData(i, 11)))
else
% to enable 'Enter' pushbutton
set(handles.Enter_pushbutton,'EnableVon')
% to disable 'Next' pushbutton while data entering
set(handles.Next_pushbutton,'EnableVoff)
% to set GUI for data entry
s6t(handl6S.G6nBusNo_6dit,'string',[ ])
set(handles.GenBusType_edit,'string',[ ])
set(handles.BusVolt_edit,'string',[ ])
set(handles.AngleVoltedit, 'string', [ ])
set(handles.PGen_edit,'string',[ ])
set(handles.QGen_edit, 'string', [ ])
set(handles.Xd_edit,'string', [ ])
set(handles.Xq_edit,'string',[ ])
set(handles.XdT_edit, 'string', [ ])
set(handles.XqT_edit,'string',[ ])
set(handles.Xl_edit,'string',[ ])
end
handles.lndex = i;
guidata(h,handles)
% ----------------------------------------------------------------% function to save data in *^gendata.mat’ file
function varargout = Save_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin)
GeneratorData = handles.GeneratorData
% to save data in gendata. mat file
open('C:\MATLAB6pl\work\GUI\gendata.mat');
load gendata.mat gendata;
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gendata;
[r,c] = size(gendata)
if isequal([r,c],[0,0])
gendata = GeneratorData
else
gendata =[ ];
gendata = GeneratorData
end
uiputfile('gendata.mat’)
save('C:\MATLAB6pl\work\GUI\gendata.mat');
%

-...........

% function to view ‘gendata.mat’ file
function varargout = ViewGenData_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin)
uigetfileCgendata. mat')
open('C:\MATLAB6pl\work\GUI\gendata.mat*)
load gendata.mat gendata;
gendata;
assignin(’base','gendata*,gendata);
open('gendata')

%-

.......................

% function to go back to ‘system data’ GUI using ‘Exit’ button
function varargout = Exit_pushbutton_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin)
delete(gcf)
findobj('Name',SysteniData)
% .........................................................................................................

% to close the GUI completely
function varargout = Close_pushbutton_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin)
close(gcl)
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A.3.2 Program for entering Transformer Data (transformerdata.m)

a.)

b.)

The data fields used in entering transformer data
Transformer No

% transformer identification number

Rated MVA

% rated power in MVA

Max_MVA

% maximum power in MVA

LV Bus

% bus number which LV side connected

LY Voltage

% LV side rated voltage

HV_Bus

% bus number which HV sideconnected

HV_Voltage

% HV side rated voltage

Phase_shift

% phase shift from primary to secondary

Tap

% tap position

Impedence

% transformer impedance in p.u.

lmpR_ratio

% transformer reactance to resistance ratio

The .mat file used for data storing : ‘transfdata.mat’

A.3.3 Program for entering Transmission Line Data (transmissiondata.m)

a.)

The data fields used in entering transmission line data
LineLength
Resistance

% total series resistance for H model

Reactance

% total series reactance for H model

Susceptance

b.)

% transmission line length

% shunt susceptance (B/2)

Busl

% line connected bus number 1

Bus2

% line connected bus number 2

The .mat file used for data storing : 4ransldata.mat’

A.3.4 Program for entering Load Data (loaddata.m)

a.)

b.)

The data fields used in entering transmission line data
LoadBus No

% bus number which load isconnected

BusType

% type of bus (load bus - bus type 3)

P_load

% active power utilized

Q_load

% reactive power utilized

The .mat file used for data storing : ‘loadata.mat’
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A.4

Matlab Program : GUI for Power Flow & transient stability (transient.m)

The ‘transient.m’ program file is developed to analyze the pre-transient state and transient
response of the system. The description of the function is in chapter4.

A.4.1 Main program of power flow & transient stability analysis

function varargout = File_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin)
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% function for retrieving System Data using ‘File -Open’ menu
function varargout = Open_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin)
[x,y] =uigetfile('*.mat');
switch X
case 'NoofBuses.mat'
load NoofBuses.mat NoofBuses;
NoofBuses;
handles.NoofBuses = NoofBuses;
case 'gendata.mat'
load gendata.mat gendata;
gendata;
handles.gendata = gendata;
case 'transfdata.mat'
load transfdata.mat transfdata;
transfdata;
handles .transfdata = transfdata;
case 'transldata.mat'
load transldata.mat transldata;
transldata;
handles .transldata = transldata;
case 'loadata.mat'
load loadata.mat loadata;
loadata;
handles.loadata = loadata;
end
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% to store handles
guidata(h,handles)
% - .................................................................................................

% function for saving power flow resuits
function varargout = Save_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin)
Y = handles.Y;
powerflow_results = handles.powerflowresults;
% to save admittance matrix in Y_matrix.mat file
[x,y] = uigetfile('*.mat');
switch X
case *Y_matrix.mat*
load Y_matrix.mat Yrnatrix;
Ymatrix;
[r,c] = size(Y_matrix);
if isequal ([r,c],[0,0])
Y_matrix = Y;
else
Ymatrix =[];
Ymatrix =Y;
end
uiputfile (’Y_matrix.mat')
saveCC:\MATLAB6pl\work\GUI\Y_matrix. mat’);
case 'powerfiow.mat'
load powerfiow.mat powerflow;
powerflow;
[r,c] = size(powerflow);
if isequal([r,c],[0,0])
powerflow = powerflowresults;
else
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powerflow =[];
powerflow = powerflow_results;
end
uiputfile ('powerflow. mat')
save ('C:\MATLAB6pl\work\GUI\powerflow.mat');
end

%

-

- -

”/o function to clear contents in data fields of GUI ‘transient’
function varargout = Clear_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin)
set(handles.FaultyBus_edit,'string',[])
set(handles.FaultyEnd_edit, 'string', [])
set(handles.D_edit,'string',[])
set(handles .perH_edit, 'string', [])
set(handl6S.TimeStep_edit,'string',[])
set(handles.ClearTim6_edit,'string',[])
set(handles.TotalTime_edit,'string',[])
guidata(h,handles)

%

-...........................................................................

% function to exit from the GUI
function varargout = Exit_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin)
delete(gcf)
findobj('Name',maingui)

%

..............................

function varargout = Execute_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin)
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

function varargout = PowerFlow_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin)
% main function for power flow analysis
% function includes programs of pre-transient stability studies
% Y-matrix preparation and Power flow analysis using Newton-Raphson method
% function runs when ‘execute-powerflow’ menu is selected
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% Number of buses in the system
N = handles.NoofBuses;
% to prepare transformer bus admittance matrix
% Transformer data as a matrix
% Transfdata = ['Transformer_No.’ ’Rated_MVA' 'Max_MVA’ ’LV_Bus’ ’LV_Voitage'...
%

‘HV_Bus' 'HV_VoItage' 'Phase' 'Tap_position' 'Impedence' 'X/R Ratio']

Transfdata = handles.transfdata;
% to calculate complex turns ratio
a = (cos(Transfdata(;,8))+i*sm(Transfdata(;,8))). *Transfdata(;,9);
% transformer bus admittance matrix
Y_Transf =Ytransf(Transfdata,a,N);

% ‘YtransP is a separate function

% to prepare transmission line admittance matrix
Transldata = handles.transldata;
[hl,wl] = size(Transldata);
% Bus impedence matrix & susceptance matrix
imp = zeros(N);
B = zeros(N);
for m = l:hl
imp(Transldata(m,5),Transldata(m,6)) = Transldata(m,2)+i*Transldata(m,3);
B(Transldata(m,5),Transldata(m,6)) = 0+i*Transldata(m,4);
end
imp;
B;
Y Transm = Ytransm(imp,B,N);

% ‘Ytransm’ is a separate function

% Nodel admittance matrix of the system
Y = Y_Transf+Y_Transm
abs_Y = abs(Y);
angle_Y =angle(Y);
%
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% arranging system data for power flow calculation
% gendata = [’Bus_No/ 'Bus_Type* 'Bus_Voltage* *Voltage_Angle’ *P gen* *Q gen*...

%

’Xd’ 'Xq' ’Xd_Transient' 'Xq_Transient' 'Xl']

gendata = handles.gendata;
[r,c] = size(gendata);

"/o Loaddata = I’Bus_No.’ *Bus_Type' 'P_load' 'Q_load']
loaddata = handles.loadata;
[rl,cl] = size(Ioaddata);

% Loading data of the system
% Data = [*Bus_No/ 'Bus_type* *Bus_Voltage’ *V_Angle’ 'P_gen' ’Q gen’ *P_load’ ’Q_load'J;
Data(N,8) = 0;
for m =l;r
Data(gendata(m,l),l:6) = gendata(m,l:6);
end
for n = l:rl
Data(loaddata(n,l),l:2) = Ioaddata(n,l:2);
Data(loaddata(n,l),7:8) = loaddata(n,3:4);
end
for k=l:N
if iseqnal(Data(k, 1),0)
Data(k,l) =k;
Data(k,2) =3;
end
end
Data
% Machine data (reactance data of the machines)
% machine_data = ['Bus_No' 'Xd' 'Transient Xd' 'Xq' 'Transient X q'' Leakage X'];
machine_data(:,l) = gendata(:,l);
machine_data(:,2:6) = gendata(:,7:ll);
maehinedata = sortrows(maehine_data,l)
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-------------------------

%
%

arranging loading data matrix for calculation

forn= 1:N
spec(n, 1:4) = Data(n, 1:4);
spec(n,5) = Data(n,5)- Data(n,7);
spec(n,6) = Data(n,6)- Data(n,8);
end
% to set bus voltage to 1.0 p.u.
for n= 1:N
if spec(n,2)==3 & spec(n,3)==0
spec(n,3)=l;
end
end
spec;

"/o

% spec is the data matrix arranged for power flow

Load Flow using Newton Raphson method

error = 1;

% initial error is set to 1

k=l;
% iteration ioop starts
while error > 0.000001
% to find active and reactive power of buses
fori=l:N
X = 0;

y = 0;
forj=l:N

p = spec(i,3)*abs_Y(ij)*spee(j,3)*cos(spec(i,4)-spee(j,4)-angle_Y(iJ));
q = spec(i,3)*abs_Y(i,j)*spec(j,3)*sin(spec(i,4)-spec(j,4)-angle_Y(ij));
P(i,l) = x+p;
Q(i,i) = y+q;

x = P(i,l);
y = Q(i,i);

end

Diff_P(i,l) = spec(i,5)-P(i,l);

% to find active power mismatches

Diff_Q(i,l) = spec(i,6)-Q(i,l);

% to find reactive power mismatches
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end
% to seperate required mismatches
m = fmd(spec(:,2)~=l);

% separation of PV and PQ buses for P

p = P(m,l);
diff_p =Diff_P(m,l);
Power_PM = [m spec(m,5) p diff_p];
[rl c] = size(diff_p);
n = find(spec(:,2)==3);

% separation of PQ busses for reactive power

q = Q(n,l);
diff_q =Diff_Q(n, 1);
Power QM = [n spec(n,6) q diff q];
Diff_power = [diff_p;diff_q];

% power mismatch

[r2 c] = size(Diff_power);
err = abs(Diff_power);
error = max(err);

% error to check mismatches

% Calculation of Jacobian matrix using function 'Jacobian*
jacobian = Jacobian(spec,Y,N);

Vo

Vo function to calculate ‘Jacobian’ matrix

to calculate difference in voltage and angle

diff= jacobian\Diff_power;
diffangle = diff(l:rl,l:c);
diff_v = diff(rl+l :r2,1:c);

% to claculate new values of voltage and angle
diffangle_V(m,l) = diff_angle;
[h w] =size(diffangle_V);
ifh~=N
diffangle_V(N,l) =0;
end
diffangleV;
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angleV = spec(:,4) +diffangle_V;
spec(:,4) = angleV;
diff_V(n,l) =diff_v;
[hl,wl] = size(diffV);
if hl~=N
diff_V(N,l) =0;
end
diff_V;
V= spec(:,3).*(l+diff_V);
spec(:,3) = V;
spec;
k=k+l;
end
% substitution of calculated active and reactive power values to data matrix

P;

% calculated values of active power (from last iteration)

Q;

% calculated values of reactive power (from last iteration)

X

= find(spec(:,2)==l);

y = find(spec(:,2)~=3);

% separation of slack bus
% separation of slack and PV Buses

spec(x,5) = P(x,l);
spec(y,6) = Q(y,l);
spec;

%

power flow results

powerflow_results= [spec(;,l:3) spec(:,4)* 180/pi spec(:,5:6)]

%■

% calculation of bus voltages in complex form
for 1=1 :N
BusVoltage(i,l) = ComplexV(spee(i,3),spec(i,4));
end
BusVoltage;
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Current = Y*BusVoltage;
% calculation of loading of lines
A (l,1:1:5) =1;
for i=l:N
for j=l:N
ifimp(ij)~=0
A1 = ((l+(imp(i,j)*B(iJ)))*BusVoltage(i,l))-BusVoltage(j,l);
BusCurrent = Al/imp(iJ);
power = conj(BusCurrent)*BusVoltage(i,l);
data= [ij BusCurrent real(power) imag(power)];
BusLoad = [A;data];
A = BusLoad;
end
end
end
fori=l:N
for j=l:N
if Y_Transf(i,j)~=0 & i~=j
A2 = Y_Transf(i,i)*BusVoltage(i,l)+Y_Transf(ij)*BusVoltage(j,l);
BusCurrent = A2;
power = conj(BusCurrent)*BusVoltage(i,l);
data= [i j BusCurrent real(power) imag(power)];
BusLoad = [A;data];
A = BusLoad;
end
end
end
[r,c] = size(A);
BusLoad = A(2:r,:)

% load flow between buses

BusCurrent = BusLoad(:,3);
abs(BusCurrent);
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angle(BusCurrent)* 180/pi;
% Calculation of steady state internal voltages of generators
L = find(spec(:,2)~=3);
V_Terminal = BusVoltage(L,l)
I GenLoad = Current(L, 1)

% generator loads

abs(IGenLoad);
angle(I_GenLoad) *180/pi;
PF_angle = angle(V_Tenninal)-angle(I_GenLoad);

% Generator steady state synchronous reactance data
Xd = machine_data(:,2);
Xq = machine_data(:,3);
XI = machine_data(:,6);
% Generator steady state internal votages
E = emf(V_Terminal,I_GenLoad,Xd,Xq,Xl)
abs_E =abs(E);
angleE = angle(E)*180/pi;
% to store data in handle structure for later retrieval
handles.Data =Data;

% loading data of the system

handles.machinedata = machine_data;

% generator reactance data

handles.imp = imp;

% transmission line impedance data

handles.B = B;

% transmission line susceptance data

handles, a =a;

% complex turns ratio of transformers

handles. Y_Transf= YTransf;

% admittance matrix for transformers

handles. Y_Transm = Y_Transm;

% admittance matrix for transmission lines

handles.Y = Y;

% nodal admittance matrix

handles.spec = spec;

% power flow results for calculation

handles.powerflow_results = powerflow_results; Vo power flow results
handles. V_Terminal = V_Terminal;

% generator terminal voltage

handles.I_GenLoad = I GenLoad;

% generator current

handles.E = E;

% generator internal voltages
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guidata(gcbo,handles)

% •

% function to analyze transient response
function varargout = ClassicalModel_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin)
N = handles.NoofBuses;
Transfdata = handles.transfdata;
a = handles.a;
imp =handles.imp;
B = handles.B;
Y_Transf = handles. YTransf;
Y_Transm = handles.Y_Transm;
spec = handles.spec;
V_Terminal = handles. V_Terminal;
IGenLoad = handles.IGenLoad;
maehinedata = handles.machinedata;
Xd_T = machine_data(:,4);
Xq_T = machine_data(:,5);
XI = machine_data(:,6);
H = machine_data(:,7);
per_H = str2num(get(handles.perH_edit,’strlng'));

% percentage Increase of H

D = str2num(get(handles.D_edit,’strlng'));

% damping constant

FaultyBus = str2num(get(handles.FaultyBus_edit,'strlng'));

% Faulty Bus

FaultyEnd = str2num(get(handles.FaultyEnd_edit,'strlng'));

% Faulty end

deltat = str2num(get(handles.TimeStep_edit,'strlng’));

% Time step of Integration

tc = str2num(get(handles.ClearTime_edit,’strlng’));

% clearing time

T = str2num(get(handles.TotalTime_edit,'strlng’));

% Total time of Integration

% Internal voltages of generators at transient state
El = emf(V_Terminal,I_GenLoad,Xd_T,Xq_T,Xl);
intemal El = [abs(El) angle(EI)*180/pi]
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% impedences of the connected loads
adml = admittance(spec,N)
Y1 = YTransm+adml;
% considering transient reactance of generators
% Y matrix of the pre-fault network
L = fmd(spec(:,2)~=3);
[d,c] = size(L);
Gen=[L Xd_T];
[b,cl] = size(Transfdata);
X1=0;
forn=l;b
for 1=1 :d
if Transfdata(n,4)==Gen(l, 1)
XI = Transfdata(n,10)+(abs(a(n,l)))^2*Gen(l,2);
Transfdata(n,10)= XI;
XI = 0;
end
end
end
YTrans = Ytransf(Transfdata,a,N);
Y_pre = Yl+Y_Trans
% Y matrix of the faulty network
al = Y_pre(l:(FaultyBus-l),l:(FaultyBus-l));
bl = Y_pre(l:(FaultyBus-l),(FaultyBus+l):N);
cl = Y_pre((FaultyBus+l):N,l:(FaultyBus-l));
dl = Y_pre((FaultyBus+l):N,(FaultyBus+l):N);
Y fault =[al bl; cl dl]
%Y matrix after fault cleared
if imp(FaultyBus,FaultyEnd)~=0;
imp(FaultyBus,FaultyEnd)=0;
else
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imp(FaultyEnd,FaultyBus)=0;;
end
imp;
if B(FaultyBus,FaultyEnd)~=0;
B(FaultyBus,FaultyEnd)=0;
else
B(FaultyEnd,FaultyBus)=0;
end
B;
Y_Transm = Ytransm(imp,B,N);
Y3 = YTransm+adml
Y_post = Y3+Y_Trans
% Reduced Y-Matrices using node elimination method
Reduced_Y_pre = kron(Y_pre,spec)
Reduced_Y_fault = kron(Y_fault,spec)
Reduced_Y_post = kron(Y_post,spec)
Pm = spec(L,5);

% mechanical power input of the machine

H = H*(per_H)/100;

% machine inertia constant

% function for transient analysis
TransientData = Transient(El ,Pm,Reduced_Y_faiilt,Reduced_Y_post,D,H,delta_t,tc,T);
time = TransientData(:,l);
mech_power = TransientData(:,2:4);
elec_power = TransientData(:,5:7);
relative_spe6d = TransientData(:,8;10);
load_angle = TransientData(;,ll:13);
angle_differencel = load_angle(:,2)-load_angle(:,l);
angle_difference2 = load_angle(:,3)-load_angle(:,l);
% to plot the graph of power vs. time
figl = figureCposition', [120 100 670 500])
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plot(time(:, 1),elecjpow6r(:, 1),'r-')
hold on
plot(time(:, l),mech_power(:, l),'r;')
plot(time(:,l),elec_power(:,2),'g-')
plot(time(:, 1),mech_power(;,2),'g:')
plot(time(:, 1),elec_power(;,3),'b-')
plot(time(:,l),inech_power(:,3),'b:')
plot(time(:,l),elec_power(:,4),'k-')
plot(time(:,l),mech_power(:,4),'k;')
plot(time(:, 1),elec_power(:,5),'m-')
plot(time(:,l),niech_power(:,5),'in:')
title('The Graph of Electrical Power Vs. Time at Transient’)
Xlabel('Time(seconds)’)
Ylabel(’Power(p.u.)’)
% to plot the graph of relative speed vs. time
fig2 = figureCposition’,[120 100 670 500])
plot(time(:,l),relative_speed(:,l),'r-')
hold on
plot(time(:,l),relative_speed(:,2),'g-')
plot(time(:,l),relativ6_sp6ed(:,3),'b-')

plot(time(:,l),relative_speed(:,4),'k-')
plot(time(:,l),relative_speed(:,5),'in-')
title(’The Graph of Relative Speed Vs. Time at Transient’)
Xlabel(’Time(seconds)’)
Ylabel(’Relative Speed(rad/s)’)

% to plot the graph of rotor angle vs. time
fig3 = figureCposition’,[120 100 670 500])
plot(time(:, l),load_angle(:, l),'r-')
hold on
plot(time(;, 1),load_angle(:,2),'g-')
plot(tinie(:,l),load_angle(:,3),'b-')
plot(time(:,l),load_angle(:,4),'k-')
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plot(time(:,l),load_angle(:,5),'m-')
title('The Graph of Rotor Angle Vs. Time at Transient*)
Xlabel('Time(seconds)')
Ylabel('Angle(radians)')

%

- ..................................................................................................................................................................................

function varargout = View_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin)
%

...........................................................................................

function varargout = SystemData_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin)
% System Data
[x,y] = uigetfile('*.mat*);
switch X
case 'NoofBuses.mat*
load NoofBuses.mat NoofBuses;
NoofBuses;
assignin(*base','NoofBuses',NoofBuses);
open('NoofBuses')
case 'gendata.mat'
load gendata.mat gendata;
gendata;
assignin('base','gendata',gendata);
open('gendata')
case 'transfdata.mat'
load transfdata.mat transfdata;
transfdata;
assignin('base','transfdata',transfdata);
open('transfdata')
case 'transfdata. mat'
load transldata.mat transldata;
transldata;
assignin('base','transldata',transldata);
open('transldata')
case 'loadata.mat'
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load loadata.mat loadata;
loadata;
assignin('base*,'loadata*,loadata);
open('loadata')
end

%-

-

............................

-

function varargout = Admittance_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin)

Vo to view admittance matrix

uigetfileCY_matrix. mat')
open('C:\MATLAB6pl\work\GUI\Y_matrix.mat')

load Y_matrix.mat Y_matrix;
Y_matrix;
assignin('base','Y_matrix',Y_matrix);
open('Y_matrix')

%
A.2.2 Extra functions used in power flow program<& transient stability analysis
% --------------------------------------------------------------------------

% EXTRA FUNCTIONS
- ..............................

%

% function to prepare transformer bus admittance matrix
function Y_Transf = Ytransf(Transfdata,a,N)

[h,w] = size(Transfdata);
% to calculate transformer impedence
% Transfdata = ['Transformer_No.' 'Rated_MVA' 'Max_MVA' 'LV_Bus' 'LV_Voltage'...
%

'HV_Bus' 'HV_Voltage' 'Phase' 'Tap_position' 'Impedence' 'X/R Ratio']

% to calculate transformer impedance

z = (Transfdata(:,10)./Transfdata(:,2))*100;

% z in common base

for n=l;h
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if Transfdata(n, 1!)==!
Z(n,l) = i*z(n,l);
else
r= 1+Transfdata(n,ll).'^2;
R = z(n,l)/sqrt(r);
X= Transfdata(n, 11).*R;
Z(n,l) = R+i*X;
end
end
Y_tr = Z.\l;
% to calculate bus admittances of the transformer connected buses
Y_Transf=zeros(N);
forn=l:h
Yl_Transf = Z6ros(N);
Yl_Transf(Transfdata(n,4),Transfdata(n,4)) = Y_tr(n, l)*(abs(a(n, 1)))^2;
Yl_Transf(Transfdata(n,4),Transfdata(n,6)) = -Y_tr(n,l)*conj(a(n,l));
Yl_Transf(Transfdata(n,6),Transfdata(n,4)) = -Y_tr(n,l)*a(n,l);
Yl_Transf(Transfdata(n,6),Transfdata(n,6)) = Y_tr(n,l);
X

= Y_Transf + Yl_Transf;

Y Transf =x;
end
Y_Transf;
% ...................................................................................................

% function to prepare transmission line admittance matrix
function Y_Transm = Ytransm(imp,B,N)
% Bus impedence matrix
fori=l;N
forj=l;N
ifimp(ij)~=0
imp(j,i)=imp(ij);
end
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end
end
imp;
% Bus susceptance matrix
for 1=1:N
forj=l:N
ifB(iJ)~=0
B(j,i)= B(iJ);
end
end
end
B;
% to prepare bus admittance matrix
for 1=1;N
forj=l;N
iflmp(lj)~=0
adm(lj)=l/lmp(lj);
end
end
end
% considering Bus susceptance
for 1=1:N
x(l,l)=0;
forj=l;N
ifB(lJ)~=0
x(l,l) = adm(l,l)+B(lJ);
end
adm(l,l) = x(l,l);
end
end
adm;
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% the Y matrix
Y_Transm(i,i)=0;
fori=l:N
for j=l:N
x(i,i) = Y_Transm(i,i)+adm(ij);
Y_Transm(i,i) = x(i,i);
if
Y_Tratism(i,j)=-adm(iJ);
end
end
end
YTransm;

% ...................................................................................................

%function to calculate Jacobian matrix
function jacobian = Jacobian(spec,Y,N)
% to get magnitude and angle of admittance
Y;
absY = abs(Y);
angleY =angle(Y);
spec;
m = find(spec(:,2)~=l);

% separation of PV and PQ buses

n = find(spec(:,2)==3);

% separation of PQ buses

N;
% partial derivatives of active power against angle
for 1=1 :N
X = 0;

if spec(i,2)~=l
forj=l:N
ifi~=j
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daba_pdelta = -spec(i,3)*abs_Y(iJ)*spec(j,3)*sin(spec(i,4)-spec(j,4)-angle_Y(ij));
if spec(j,2)~=l
daba_Pdelta(ij) = -daba_pdelta;
end
daba_Pdelta(i,i) = x+daba_pdelta;
X

= daba_Pdelta(i,i);

end
end
end
end
daba_Pdelta;
dabaPDelta = daba_Pdelta(m,m);
% partial derivatives of active power against voltage
for i=l:N
x = 0;
if spec(i,2)~=l
forj=l:N
ifi~=j
Vdaba_pu = spec(i,3)*spec(j,3)*abs_Y(ij)*cos(spec(i,4)-spec(j,4)-angle_Y(ij));
if spec(j,2)==3
Ydaba_Pu(iJ) = Vdaba_pu;
end
else
Vdaba_pu = 2*abs_Y(iJ)*spec(i,3)^2*cos(angle_Y(i,j));
end
Vdaba_Pu(i,i) = x+Vdaba_pu;
X

= Vdaba_Pu(i,i);

end
end
end
Vdaba_Pu;
Vdaba_PU = Vdaba_Pu(m,n);
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% partial derivatives of reactive power against voltage
for i=l:N
x = 0;
if spec(i,2)==3
for j=l:N
ifi~=j
Vdaba_qu = spec(i,3)*spec(j,3)*abs_Y(iJ)*sin(spec(i,4)-spec(j,4)-angle_Y(iJ));
if spec(j,2)==3
Vdaba_Qu(iJ) = Vdabaqu;
end
else
Vdaba_qu = -2*abs_Y(iJ)*spec(i,3)^2*sin(angle_Y(iJ));
end
Ydaba_Qu(i,i) = x+Vdaba_qu;
X

= Vdaba_Qu(i,i);

end
end
end
YdabaQu;
YdabaQU = Ydaba_Qu(n,n);
% partial derivatives of reactive power against angle
fori=l:N
x = 0;
if spec(i,2)==3
forj=l;N
ifi~=j
daba_qdelta = spec(i,3)*abs_Y(iJ)*spec(j,3)*cos(spec(i,4)-spec(j,4)-angle_Y(iJ));
if spec(i,5)~=l
daba_Qdelta(iJ) = -dabaqdelta;
end
daba_Qdelta(i,i) = x+daba_qdelta;
X

= daba_Qdelta(i,i);

end
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end
end
end
dabaQdelta;
dabaQDelta = daba_Qdelta(n,m);
”/o Jacobian matrix
jacobian = [dabaPDelta Vdaba_PU;daba_QDelta Vdaba_QU];

%■

% to calculate complex form of voltage
function V = ComplexV(x,teta)
p = x*cos(teta);
q = x*sin(teta);
V = p + i*q;
%

.....................

%function to calculate internal voltage of generators
function E = emf(V_Tenninal,I_GenLoad,Xd,Xq,Xl)
xd = Xd+Xl;
xq = Xq+Xl;
Eq = VTerminalH- i*xq.*I_GenLoad;
abs(Eq);
angle(Eq);

% angle of internal volatge

laq = abs(I_GenLoad).*cos(-angle(I_GenLoad)+angIe(Eq));

% q-axis component

lad = abs(I_GenLoad).*sin(-angle(I_GenLoad)+angle(Eq));

% d-axis component

real_Iq = Iaq.*cos(angle(Eq));
imag_Iq = Iaq.*sin(angle(Eq));
realld = Iad.*sin(angle(Eq));
Im agld = -Iad.*cos(angle(Eq));
Iq = real_lq + i*imag_Iq;

% q-axis component in complex form

Id = real_Id + i*imag_Id;

% d-axis component in complex form

E = V_Termmal + i*xd.*ld +i*xq.*Iq;

% internal voltage

%
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function adm = admittance(spec,N)
% function to calculate load admittance
X = find(spec(;,2)==3&(spec(:,5)&spec(:,6))~=0);
M=zeros(N,l);
M(x,l) = -((spec(x,5)-i*spec(x,6)))./(spec(x,3).^2);
form=l:N
adm(m,m) = M(ni,l);
end
adm;

% ..............................................................................................

% function for node elimination using Kron Method
function ReducedY = kron(Y,spec)
X= fmd(spec(:,2)~=3);
y =length(x);
k=l;
[r c] = size(Y);
while r>y
ifk~=x
fora=l;r
forn=l:c
Y_new(a,n) = Y(a,n)-(Y(a,k)*Y(k,n)A^(k,k));
end
end
A = Y_new(l :(k-l),l:(k-l));
B = Y_new(l:(k-l),(k+l):c);
C = Y_new((k+l):r,l;(k-l));
D = Y_new((k+l):r,(k+l):c);
Y=[AB;C D];
[rl cl] =size(Y);
r=rl;
c=cl;
else
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k=k+l;

end
end
ReducedY =Y;

% ..................................................................................................

%function for transient analysis
function TransientData = Transient(El,Pm,Reduced_Y_fault,Reduced_Y_post,D,H,delta_t,tc,T)

abs_El =abs(El);
delta angle = angle(El);

Vo initial load angle of generators

Pm;

Vo

H;

% machine inertia constant

mechanical power output

Vo using Taylor Seriesexpansion and neglecting higher order terms

f= 6 0 ;
[r,c] = size(H);
deltaomega = zeros(r,l);

for i=l:r
K(i,l) = (pi*£^H(i,l));

end
K;

t =0;
deltat;
D;

tc;

T;
x=l;

while t<T
for i=l:5
k=0;
tl(x,l)= t;
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for j= 1:5
iftl<tc
p = abs_El(i,l)*abs(Reduced_Y_fault(iJ))*abs_El(j,l)*cos(delta_angle(i,l)delta_angle(j,l)-angle(Reduced_Y_fault(ij)));
else
p = absEl (i, l)*abs(Reduced_Y_post(i,j))*abs_E 1(j, l)*cos(delta_angle(i, 1)delta_angle(j,l)-angle(Reduc6d_Y_post(i,j)));
end
Pe(i,l) = k+p;

k=Pe(i,l);
end
Pa(i,l) = Pm(i,l)-Pe(i,l);
Pelect(x,i) = Pe(i,l);
Pmech(x,i) = Pm(i,l);
end
delta_oniegal= delta_omega+ (K.*Pa-delta_omega.*D).*delta_t;
DeltaOmega(x,:) = deltaomega';
delta_anglel = delta_angle+delta_omega. *delta_t+(K. *Pa-delta_omega. *D). *(delta_t^2/2);
DeltaAngle(x,:) =delta_angle';
delta_omega = delta_omegal;
delta_angle =delta_anglel;
x=x+l;
t=t+delta_t;
end
TransientData = [tl,Pmech,Pelect,DeltaOmega,DeltaAngle];
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